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Editorial. 
WHAT are the friends of education doing in support of the proposed Congressional legislation in behalf of that na-
tional fund, the Bureau, and the pedagogical museum? Are they 
alive to the supreme importance of the measures provided for in 
Senator Hoar's bill? Have teachers nothing to do but teach? 
Have superintendents nothing to do but superintend? Are edu-
cators of every shade and grade to content themselves with wish-
ing when they ought to be working? Every man and woman 
whe can circulate a petition or memorial ought to be at it. Every 
person having anything to do with education who can write a 
letter ought. to be writing it. ' Every honorable member of the 
Senate and House of Representatives in Congress assembled 
ought to be. the recipient of scores of these letters urging prompt 
and liberal action in favor of the education of the wllole people. 
The teacher who contents himself or herself with performing the 
daily routine of the school-ro~m is scarcely qualified even for 
that routine. The teacher- ",ho takes no interest in those meas-
ures that are designed to elevate both his calling and himself 
should abandon that calling; for he is scarcely worthy of it. 
The teacher or superintendent that is willing to leave the weighty 
questions of legislation in behalf of education to those who 
know the least about them, deserves to be a vassal and deserves 
not to hold the office of honor and sacred trust confided to him. 
This is ' plain talk, to be sure. But plainl1ess of speech be-
comes those who would speak the truth when great interests are at 
stake. Here is a measure of the most vital importance to the future 
of education and of the nation, awaiting that-pressure of intelli-
gent public opinion which shall give it the force of law. Here 
are two hu?dred and fifty thousand teachers, not less than seven 
hundred and fifty thousand school officers of every degree, at 
least fifteen millions of children, and perhaps ten million parents 
that will be affected by the measure for good should that meas-
ure pass. More important than the" silver bill," more impor-
tant than the ascendency of republican or democrat, more im-
portant than the fortunes of all the ephemeral politicians that 
ever obstructed legislation, defeated appointments, or imposed ' 
upon a confiding people, more important than any civil service 
reform that is likely to become operative until a reform of parties 
and partisans is effected, this measure for national' aid to educa-
tion should receive the united and hearty support of every teacher, 
superintendent, school officer, and parent in the land. Let the peo-
ple speak. Let the friends of education and of that reform which 
strikes deeper than the civil service, let all who are in any manner 
connected with education be heard. Let all who read these lines ' 
write to members of Congress urging their support of the bill now 
pending in the Senate. That bill proposes to create a great na-
tional educational fund the proceeqs of which are to be distributed 
among the several states on such conditions as will greatly stim .. 
ulate and encourage state and local action. It proposes to aid 
in eradicating illiteracy and in elevat.ing the position of the 
teacher by improving his qualifications, his character, and com-
pensati'on. For teachers to be indifferent to a measure of this 
kind is to ignore their own interests and that of the cause they 
are in honor bound faithfully to serve outside as well as inside 
of the school-room, 
Governor Robinson of New York has signalized the opening 
of the second year of his administration by another attack upon 
the public school system. Last year his onslaught was upon the 
state normal schools. The legislature answered him by voting 
almost unanimously the usual appropriations, amounting to nearly 
$150,000. His .brilliant success has, it appears, encouraged him 
to try again. This time ·it is the high schools. But the legisla-
ture cannot answer his last argument because the legislature has 
nothing to do ~ith the high schools which are supported by local 
taxation. The people in whose interests the high schools . are 
established and supported through their own voluntary action, 
· will unquestionably return quite as conclusive a reply to his weak 
sophistries as did their representatives a year ago. The governor 
seems 'to make the serious mistake of supposing that communities 
intelligent and liberal enough to create such institutions are not 
abundantly competent to be judges of their own best interests, 
and need advice from an official who appears to be profound-
ly ignorant of the scope and object of our' common school sys-
tem. He can find no excuse for raising money by general taxa-
hop. for the purpose of supporting high. schools. We beg leave 
to ask his excellency, however, what excuse an intelligent people 
need to give for voting their own money for whatever useful pub'-
lic purpose they please. He says that the only good reason 
which can be urged for taxing one class of citizens for tne edu-
cation of the children of another class (Sic) is the necessity of 
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SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. SCHOOLS AND COJ:.LEGES. 
S'TATE NORMAL SCHOOL, Whitewater, Wiseon- T ENNINGS' SEMINAR Y, Aurora, Ill. A school for 
.. Ii",. Two courses of TWO and POUR yean; respective ... both sexes. Thorough instruction at low rates. 
Iy . Io"or catal~ue with full particulars, address , Address (eh) MARTIN E . CADY, Principal. 
(t!) M. F. PHELPS, M . A., President. NATIONAL SCHOOL OF 
SPRINGFIELD BUSINESS COLLEGE, Springfield ELOCUTION and ORATORY, 
1II. Send for information . S. BOGARDUS, Prop '4,8 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Next term opens February 4th. A sixty.page catalogue 
S'PENCERIAN BUSINESS .cOLLEGE, Milwaukee, with full particulars. sent on application. 
• Wis. Circular free . Ad<\ress R . C . Spencer. . (ra) (hh) J. W. SHOEMAKER, A . M., President. 
11" ARIETTA COLLEGE, Marietta 0., has ~adu. GRAND PRAIRIE SEMINARYandCo",,,,ercial Col· 
i ated 40 classes. [re] I. W. ANDREWS, rest. lege, Onarga, III. A superior school tor both sexes. Faculty of six. '43 students the past year. Classi· 
[OWA COLLEGE, Grinnell, Iowa. For catalogue, cal, Scientific, and Musical DeJl:artments. Village free from saloons and kindred vices. x~nses very moderate . 
_ etc. , address the President, Gso. F.MAGOI1N, D.D. (hy) For catalogue address Rev. John B. obinson, A. M., Prest. 
E VERG REEN CITY BUSINESS COLLEGE, HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT of State Normal 
Bloomington, III. Thoror:f.h andJ,ractical. Send for Universi~ . Special attention is paid to fitting young 
CIrculars. cyp ARQ AM & BAKER. men for ollege. For years its graduates have en· II t UNIVERSITY, Eight Colleges and tered Harvard, and other first·c1ass colleges, without con· OS on Schools. For both sexes. Co."perating ditions. The English course presents rart! 0lPortunities to young men preparinf for business, or youn$" adies desiring 
· Faculties in Athens and Rome. (rr] a thorough course 0 stucg. For further Information ad· r ASSELL SEMINAR Y for Youni Women, Auburn· dress L. L. BURRINGT N, A. M. , Normal, III. 
· '-' dale, (near Boston) Mass. A sc 001 ot hl~h grade. rORNELL COLLEGE.-Eighteen teachers. Four C. C. BRAGDON, Principal. 
'-' hundred and sixty students annually. BUIldings am· 
1fILWAUKEE COLLEGEforladies. Forcatalogue pIe. Suturior Museums Libraries, Laboratory, and 
• address CHAS. S. FARRAR,M.A., President Ap~aratus. ull Classical, Scientific, Civil Engineering, 
(un) Milwaukee, Wis. Mi itary, Preparatory, Normal, Music, Painting, and Com-
CHICA G 0 KINDERGAR TEN TRAINING 
mercial Departments. Board and tuition low. Location 
ucauuful and healthful. }o'all term c.pens Sel't. 6, 1877. 
SCHpOL. For circulars address Mrs. A. H . PUTNAM Winter term opens Vec. 13, ,877. Sxnng terms opens 
or M,ss SARA EDDY, Room 7, Hershey Hall Building, March .8, 1878. For catalo&ue, etc. , ad ress 
C ARLETON COLLEGE, Northfield, Minn. Open Prof. JAS. E. HARLANf rnv ~ Sec'y of the Faculty, MI. Vernon, a. to both sexes. Address the President, 
(uu) . J . W. STRONG, D. D . . ILLINOIS STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY. for 
OHIO CENTRAL NORMAL, -MODEL, and KIN· the special preparation ofTsACHSRS. The full course . of study requIres three· years. Tuition fru to those dergarten Trai!,i".g School. For catalogue address who pledge themselves to teach in the state; to oth· John Ogden, Pnnclpal. Mrs. A. B. Ogden, Kinder. ers, 1>30 per year. High School Department offers the gartner, Wort ington, Frankhn County, Ohio. (tf) best advantages for preparing for Collele or for business. 
('ANNETT INSTITUTE for yoU~ ladies, Boston Tuition, '30 ~er lear. Grafllfltar Sc 001 Delartme'llt 
J Mass. The 24th year WIll begin ednesday, Sept: furnishes excel ent acilities for obtaining a good, practical 
26, ,877. For catalogues and circular apply to Rev. education. Tuition, t25 per rcear .. Primary Dejartme'llt, 
lieo Gannett, Principal, 6g Chester Square,'Boston, Mass. a cbarmin~place for t e "litt e folks." Term be~ns ST¥' it '8~. or particulars, address EDWIN C. H WE , 
NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC resl eDt, Normal, Illinois. 
· t,600 pupils since 1867; 75 Professors; 115 hours .in~ KINDERGARTEN NORMAL INSTITUTE and structlOn for "5. Best methods . Address 
, fue] . E. TOURJEE, Music Hall, Boston. N alional Kindergarten, Washin£;;nt D . C. Autumn 
THE UNIVE.RSITY OF WISCONSIN, in addition 
Class opens Oct. 9, ,877. Mrs. mse Pollock, and 
Miss SusIe Pollock Principals. Mrs .Louise Pollock has been 
to full claSSical cou rse, offers the best conditions for for fifteen years :':n earnest student and advocate of the K. 
· . p~actical instru~tlon in the physical sciences. Those G. system, and translated Mme. Lina Jl:f0ngenstern's :'Para. 
wlsh1l1ll lDform!'tlon WIll apply for a catalogue to dise of Childhood" a Manual for FamllC and K. G. In ,864. Mad,son. W's. cyy JOHN BASCOM, President. Miss Susie Pollock graduated in the K. . Normal institute 
of Berlin Prussia and has been ever since successfully en· 
O/!.EAD INS1JTUTE for young ladies Worcester ~ai1d t~ching i~ accordance with Frceoel's K . G. system, 
Mass. Founded 1848. One of the old~st and con: In assachusetts and Washington. For terms and ~articu. 
tessedly one of the best Seminaries in the EasL Ad. lars apply to Mrs. Louise Pollock or Miss Susie 0llock1 dress Rev. H . R . Green, A. M., Principal, at Newport, R .I., 
until Sept. '0. (tfJ S. E. corner of 8th and K Streets, Washington, D. C. frc 
IOWA STATE N ORMAL SCHOOL, Cedar Falls, TUFTS COLLEGE, ~owa. Three courses ?f study-Elementary, requir- ELMER H. CAPEN, PREST. COLLEGE HILL, MASS. Ing .. ~w.o. years; DidactIC, three years ; Scientific, four 
yeat<, 1 mllon free. For cataloffe and full par!iculars, --
(cyy) Address J. C. GILC RIST, A. M.,Principal. Offers superior inducements to young men seeking a thor· 
ough ClasSIcal or Scientific education, I ts location ~within ! LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSrfY, ·Cham. four miles of Boston by rail) unites the cultivating in uence 
· palgn, .III. , J . M; Grego,' LL. D., Regent. College of the city with the retirement of the country. 
of Agrtculture, Collef,e 0 Engineers College of Nat. Expenses moderate. Liberal aid to needr students bi 
ura! SCIences, College of herature and 'Arts. Fall term scholarshIps and gratuities. Four .courses 0 study are 0-
begms Sept. II, ,877· [rh] ered; I. The usual Academic course of four years for the de· 
NORTHWEST-ERN COLLEGE Naperville Ill. gree of A.B. . 
for b Olh sexes . Full Classical, Scientific Ge'rman' 11. A Philosophical course of four years for the degree of 
Business, and Art Courses, with Preparat~ry Dep't' B. Ph. (The same as In with Modern Languages and Elect· 
l!npara~leled ch~apness. Rey. A. A Smith, A . M . , Prest: ive work In the place of reek.) 
l' orJull mformatlonaddress Rev. Wm. Huelster, Treas. (er) III. An E1Iit"nuringcourse Of three years for the degree 
M.APL.EWOOD l!fUSIC SEMINARY for yo .. ng of C. E IV. A Theological course (Tufts Divinity School) 01 three 
ladles . . Establtshed ,863. A thorou~ graduate · years for graduates-four years for all others-for the degree 
· course. The finest location on the onnecltcut of B. D. 
K,ver. For catalogues address Prof. D . S. Babcock, E:!.st Examinations for admission June .,st and Sept. 18th. 
daddam, Conn. lCYY] For catalogue or additional information, address 
BROOKLYN, N. Y., COLL. GRAM. SCHOOL (,8~9 to Prof. CHARLES E. FAY. Secy, ~877.) ~. W.Hart,A,M.,Principal. Class;"'small; (un] College HIll, Mass. 
. IDstruct!on very thorough and individual. Mathe. 
GRAND EDUCATIONAL matlcs, CltuSlCs, and bUSIness Eng-lis" as each scholar se-le~ts. (If you have friends in Brooklyn, mail them this EXCURSION TO EUROPE, \\ BBKLY. [rh] 
BEl;OIT. COLLE.GE for young men rovides a full In the Summer of I878. visiting Ireland, Scotland, En~and, 
CollegIate ClasSIcal Course, a &aralle Philosorhical }4'rance, Belgium. the Rhine. IJru5sia, Switzerland, taly, 
· Course, and a Preparatory Sc 001. The fal term and the Paris Exposition. All objectionable fea tures inci· 
WIll open Sept 5th. For Information address dent to European travel entire? remov,d. Return tickets 
A. L. CHAPIN, President, good for twelve months. Col'!.e Professors, Teachers of (rc) Beloit, Wisconsin. Music and Literature, Art Stu ents,.School Teachers, and 
{} NIVERSI1 Y OF NEBRASKA LINCOLN. Ed. others of like tastes, ~ease address, for prosftctus, 
mund B Fairfield, S. T . D ., LL. D., Chancello;. Tu. . bn . TOUR-JEE, Music all, Bo.ton. 
• IT'ON FRSS TO ALL. Incidental expens,,", only U.oo Square and Cube Root .. :' year. All expenses moderate. Fourteen Professors and ~each~rs. Classical,Scientlfic, Literary, and Preparatory 
Courses. Open to both sexes. Extensive Cabinet and Ap. As Simple as Simple Addition, 
paratus. Send for Catalogue. (cyy) ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PLAN. AMERICAN KINDERGARTEN, 33 West ~5th SL, 
near 5th Avenu~ NEW YORK. 18tli year begins Recommended bfi the principals of over two hundred 
Sept. '5. Miss • M. COB, Principal. hire schools and co leges. 
NORMAL SCHOOL FOR MOTHERS AND TEACHERS end for circulars describing the method to 
r"~opens Oct. 2. Fr,e Lect .. re every Wednesday, • to of H. H. HILL, 
,.. M.k. at EdJU:atio1lal Parlor and G,,,,ral Depot for Amer!. so6 Harshfield Avenue, 
can . indergarten Mat,rial, 6", Broadway. (bu) CHICAG01ILf,. 
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SEND FOR A CATALOGUE. 
The Franklin Globes, 
3,5,6, to , 12, 16, and 30' inches in diameter. 
TeacQers a nd Educational Committees 
. would do well to send for our nnu descriptive cata-
e bifore purchasing globes. lortl 
OUR GL OBES ARE CONCEDED TO BE" 
THE B EST IN MARKET! 
We have rece ntly ar ded several new styles, and much 
f the standard styles. The prices of nearly 
en reduced. 
improved some 0 
all have lately be 
WE MAKE No CHARGE FOR PACKING. 
Purchasers wll I SAVE MONEY, for notwithstanding 
to all others, tlu)' are 11lucl, cluaper. This 
5 years' experience in selling globes, and 
ell at a small profi t. 
fsudtearr::::fte~~o~ 
a willingness to s 
Don't fail to se nd for a catalo~e before purchasing. 
H. B. NIMS & CO., 
(tI) Troy, New York. 
~~~ 
STE EL PENS. 
SOLD BY ALL DEALERS. 
Young Men, Learn Telegraphy, 
N FROlll $40 TO , '00 A MONTH 
THE YEAR AROUND. 
AND EAR 
Situations fitmish ed. Small salaries while practicing on 
pense earned back-in few months. Light 
cquired. R ecommcnded by SupL W. U . 
the only reliable Telegraph School. Ad-
line. Whole ex 
work and easily a 
Telegraph Co. as 
p, R . VALENTINE, Manager, J anesvilJe, dress, with stam 
Wisconsin. 
BRADBURY'S 
GEOMETR Y AND TRIGONOMETRY, · 
Adopted and use d in the High Schools of cities of CHICAGO, 
ON, CAMBRIDGR, LOWELL, SPRINGFIBLD, 
GOR, PQRTSMOUTH, CONCOKD, MANCHBS· 
number of the most important cities and 
COLUMBUS, B OST 
PORTLAND. BAN 
~::~::~~ ~a:~~ est. . 
Sent for exami nation on receipt of exchange price, 68 cts. 
exchange price, 45 cts . Geometry atone, 
THOMPSON, BROWN & CO., 
'3 Hawley Street, Boston. cyp 
•
BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY. 
E.tabll.hed in 1837_ 
Superior BellI! of Copper "wi Tin, mounted 
Wllh the be"" RotuTJ/llallgiflg • • (or ChurcAu, 
Schoob, Farm • . Pacloriu , Court·hOtUu, Fir. 
Alar"l'lU. Tower Cloeb . d c. hUll lVon"onttd. 
lIIuAU'atcd llal&loIUe SCDL Free. 
V A.SOUU!II II: T,". 100llo:. :AI Sc.., CiocloD&U. 
pROGRESS 
to enable t 
ors for I", 
10METRE a measurer of Improvement, 
eachers to a~ard, regularly, School Hon· 
<prwmunt. This method, ins tead of in· 
citing only a few 
bation" of the a 
leading pupils, utili zes the " love of appro-
verage scholar. It gives equal chance to 
ability, and stimulates rotr~ pupil. Price 
r Publishing Co .• 9 Bible HOllse. N . Y . . 
every grade of 
50 cents . Souveni 
C. KOCH, H. ARC "ITEC7 AND SUPERINTENDENT 
,ct"ro a Specialty. SeMol Archit 
C orner Wisconsin Street and BroadwaYt . CK. t! MILWAUKEE. W s. PP1!ITBR'S BLO 
WANT ED IMMEDIATELY, 
Experienced age nts to sell the "St"atght Wood School 
Furniturl," A ddress, with references, . 
TEAL & PUTERBAUGH, 
(hr) Greenfield, Ind. • 
FOR Met".; 
"X35 
c School Rrgister seAt prep'aid. 80 pages 
cm. spaces mul :iples of mlJlims. Printed 
or Punctuahty, Regularity, Deportment, 
natlo!!'l Summary, R emarks, etc. $ 75 heads.! • Exam. 
H . S. McRAE & CO. Muncie. Ind. 
50 Fin 
nam 
e lIlixed Visiting Cards, printed with 
e, 13c., PoStpaid . ~am~les 3 cents •• Agt's 
. W. Wanner, 59 HasungsSt.,Chlcago. outfit. Ioc. F 
Discount to Teachers. 
ER'S BOOK-KEEPING, R OHR 
Primary, -
Common SclIool, 
_ -, so I The five books sent to teach· 
_ ' .so era for exauunation for I3.SO 
_ 3.00 but only In reply to requests 
Key, ,...00 accompanied by the moneY • 
for introduction 
Counting.House, 
. ~'I.OO. 
Sped terms 
[cyy] W. ]. GILBERT, Publl.her, St. Louis, Mo. 
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PUBLISHERS. 
I 
SUPLEE'S 
TRENCH ON WORDS 
ON THE STUDY OF WORDS. 
By RICHARD CHR:iEVIX TRBNCH, D . D. 
Archbishop of Dublin. 
ARRANGED FOR CLASS BOOK, 
From the Latest Revised English Edition. 
With an Exhaustive AnalysIs, AddItional Words for Illus· 
tratlon, and Questions for Examination, by 
THOMAS D. SUPLEE, 
Head Master of St. Augustine's College. Benicia, Cal. 
. "Trend,.' s Stu.dy 0/ Words" has long: been a well known 
and favorite study, though but poorly adapted heretofore for 
school use. . 
In its new a rrangement It must prove morc acceptable 
than ever ; 400 pages, 12mo, cloth, $ 1.50' Copies for exam-
.ination, with a view to introduction, sent postage p~id, on 
receipt of " ,. W. J. WIDDLETON, Publisher, 
tf 21 Howard Street, New York. 
For .ale by prIncipal school,book houses throughout the 
country. 
CLARK &> AfA YNARD, NEW YORK, 
NO W READ Y, <: 
HIGHER LESSONS 
IN ENGLISH, 
By the authors of 
" Graded Lessons in English," 
A sample copy sent to Teachers for 35 cents. 
CLARK & MAYNARD, 
(nc) 5 Barclay Street, New York. 
.ttBRAM BROWN, Agt., T. T. BAILEY, Agt., 
56 Madison Str., Chicago. '3 Franklin St., Boston. D APPLE'TON6P CO., 
• . 549 and 55' Broadway, NEW ,YORK. 
H · t Ouackenbos's-Ne1u American-Just pub-is ory. fished-Elementary; History of the World; 
Primers of History, etc. 
L Picture· Object Languag e Lessons; anguage. English Grammar; Composition; Rhet-
oric; Primers of LIterature; Philology: Studies in Bryant, 
etc. 
Geography Cor,!ell's Revi~ed; !'emary; Inter-• mediate ; Physical; .t"nmer of Geo~. 
raphy; Classical Geography; Outline Maps; Appleton s 
Hand Atlas of AnCIent Geography (new). . 
D . Krusi's Inventive and Free-Hand ; Kast-rawing. ner's Textile Designs; Morse's Mechani-
cal. 
Leading Text-Books in all Departments of Study. Cata· 
logues free. 
C. E. LANE, (el). M. W •. HAZEN 
"7 State St., Chicago, Ill. .. Hawley St., Boston, Mass. 
"Utkesucceedincnumbn's areas rood as tke /irst we 
pr,aict for them a larc, d,mand."-Nat. Teac. Monthly. 
NEW PLAYS, 
Suitable for school exhibitions and amateur entertainments. 
No scenery r,q.uired. Pure 10 tone and language. Keenlx 
interesting and take well. Dramas "Odds with the Enemy, ' 
"Seth Greenback," "Tho Sparkling CuP ... • (tem'perance). 
Farces, "Wanted: A Correspondent," "Initiating a Gran-
ger," "A Family Strike." '5 cents eoch, Sen<\ for de-
,~rijltiv~ cin:l!\;us, +, S, P~"iiQIl, D~I)j\III, D~I)i\lll {;Q,;lII,. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1878. 
PUBLISHERS. 
ADAMS, BLACKMER, & LYON 
PUBLISHING COMPANY, 
O. C. BLACKMER, Prest. 
147 and 149 Fifth Avenue, Chicago. 
Send for New Price List (1878) of 
Adams' Series of School and Township 
Records, . 
Revised according to the latest School Laws. 
We also pubhsh 
Griffith's Lessons in Elocution and Drill 
Book in Oratory. 
Rolph's Normal System of Penmanship. 
Chase's Writing, Speller, and . 
Dr. J. M. Gregory's Century BOQk, or His-
tory taught to the Eye. 
And also REGISTERS and BLANKS for the use 01 
Teachers. School Officers, and County Superintendents. 
Catalo gue free. (tI) 
A. S. BARN.ES & CO. 
• Publishers of the >-8 INDEPENDENT READERS, 
o(:j MONTEITH'S GEOGRAPHIES, YJ 
if) DAVIES & PECK'S ARITHMETICS, to ~ CLARK'S GRAMMARS, >-
;Z; BARNES' SCHOOL HISTORIES, ~ 
0:::: STEELE'S SCIENTIFIC COURSE, Z ~ &c., &c., &c. B5 
~ Special Geography for Ihe Western States. ~ 
v:5 Send for samples" specimen pages, catalogues, 
• circulars, &c. . L) 
~ PRICES REDUCED. 0 
A. S. BAR·NES··& CO. 
(tf) NEW YORK AND CHICAGO. 
Standard School Books 
P UBLISHED BY 
T AINTOR BROTHERS, MERRILL & CO., 
758 Broadway, New York. 
The Franklin Readers, 
Warren's Class-Word Sp~ller, 
. . MacVickar's Arithmetics, 
Ellsworth: s Pe~ man.sh i p and Book-keeping, 
Campbell s HIstory of United States, 
Seavey's Goodric h' ,History of U. S ., 
Barkley's School Record 
and Report Cards, 
(School music book,) 
" " " 
The Song Sheaf, 
Happy Hours, 
Etc. , Etc., Etc. 
For DescriptIve Lists and Terms address the publishers 
or their agents, R . W. PUTNAJI.!, YpsilantI, Mich. 
[tf! J. M, TAGGART, Palmyra.; Neb. 
ROBERT~. DAVIS&> 90., 
, . , 36 ' BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON, 
p,ublishers of 
Greenlla/'s Mathematical Serus. I J 
Gilbert's Graded Test SPeller. . 
Parker'.r Exercises in EtW1islt. Composition, 
I..dej>6lld,,,t Hand-Doole tif pr,,,tal Arithmetic • . 
For iniormation, address the Puhlishers, or 
S, ~, llJ:;EP~, Western -!\.g't, . 
. /(8-Q1HIK,IO!f'4' 
PRICE 10 CENTS. 
PUBLISHERS. 
GILDERSLEEVE'S 
LATIN SERIES. 
B. L. Gildersleeve, Ph. D. (Goltingm,) LL. D.; 
Professor of Greek in Johns Hopkins UniversIty, Baltimore, 
and ~ate Professor in the University of Virginia. 
Latin Primer, 65 cts. 
Latin Grammar, 9·5 cts. 
Latin R~ader, 70 cts. 
Latin Exercise-Book, 70 cts. 
This series of Latin books has been winning for itself re· 
markable favor from the best classical teachers of the coun-
try, and is s trongly commended by emment linguists of 
both Europe and America. 
Specimen copi~ for examination, with a view to introduc· 
tion, will be forwarded upon receipt of the above prices. 
Address the 
UNIVERSITY PUBLISHING CO., 
'9 Murray Street, New York. 
For sale by HADLEY BR0S. & CO., 
[hrJ 63 Washington St., Chicago. 
A LIVE TEACHER 
WRITES: 
I . • ~ 
"THE SONG HERALD IS a Grand Book; have already 
ordered 212 copies . 
For Singing Classes and Conventions 
There certainly has never before.appeored a book of musi-
cal instruction and beautiful music, so complete in all its de-
partments, as 
"THE SONG H ERA(D." 
New edition ready. 19: !l~::: Pnce 75 cents; '7.50 
Are you one of the N£nety and Nine ? 
This is the title of a new sacred song that is becomll1g 
widely popular. It has a thrilling effect when well sung. 
Price 35 cents. 
CHURCH'S MUSICAL VISITOR. 
- TIt.e Independent Yournal of M.:sic . . 
The new volume, ·beginn·ing wIth October number, will ex-
cel any of the preceding in every, particular. Send stamp for 
full particulars (or the new year, and proof tltat thc ViSItor 
"does actually give over ,,'0 for "' .50 I" Address 
JOHN CHURCH &: CO." 
(epi Cipcinnati,O.; and 805. Broadway, N. Y. 
L PRANG.&> CO., .' • ART(AND EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS,. 47 FranklIn Street, BOSTON 
Publishers of thc sy.tem of l"dustr,i,I Dratui,,/{ p.epared 
for l'ub1ic school. by Prof, Walter Smith,-generalsqpcrvisor 
of Drawing In tlic' Boston Public So1\ools, and Statc Direc-
tor of Art Education in Massachusetts. -
This course of instruction in drawmg has bee\! introduced 
into nearly all the leading cities of the country, and it is the 
only course of instruction in this country which can show 
definite and practical results 91' a satisfactory nature, as fol. 
lowing from its use. ' J-
In the Western States it has b~en introduced with marked 
success in ChIcago, St. Louis, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, 
Minneapolis, Columous, Toledo, Fort Wayne, etc. 
Tke America" Drawi,,/{ Models for thc use of common 
schools, drawing classes, and schoo(s of art and science. 
Drawi'nc Matlria/~. . . . 
Pra"g's Natural History Series. For .1:nobl. and fam-
ihes. Animals and plants represented tn their natural col. 
ors, and arranaed for instructIOn with object·lessons. 
W ~1~fJI AJcnts : (tf) -
.' JIADLE~ BROS, ~ CO" Chic~o, 
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giving to the children of all classes a sufficient common school 
education to enable them to understand their duties and exercise 
their rights as citizens of a free country governed by the popu-
lar voice. 
Very well. This reason abundantly justifies the establishment 
of high schools at the public expense. Does the governor im-
agine that a little reading, writing, and arithmetic constitute" a 
sufficient common school education to enable them to understand 
their rights and duties as citiz'ens of a free country?" Has not 
every citizen the right to become a governor? And will such 
an education fit him to discharge the duties of such a position? . 
Is it not one of the duties of every citizen to judge accurately 
of the character and qualifications of candidates for office of 
p.very grade? Is it not his duty,to distinguish between the states-
man and the demagogue, the patriot and the partisan? Since 
'he is to vote on pl,blic measures as well as for public men, is it 
not of supreme importance that he should be able to compreh~nd 
these measures and decide 'upon their merits or demerits, their 
wisdom or folly? And will the governor's crude notions of a 
common school education come up to the requirements of an 
intelligent American citizenship'? The · people who tax them-
selves to build, equip, and support these high schools have: al-
ready answered this question with an emphatic negative. And 
since th~y understand their own interests far better than the gov-
ernor appears to understand them, since they comprehend their 
rights and duties as citizens more fully than he comprehends 
them, and since they are masters of their property and possess· 
ions they have no need of the volunteered advice of his excel-
lency up en a subject of this nature. 
What does the governor mean by "the children of another 
class ?" The classes that vote the money are the classes that 
own the property and generally raise the children. In fact, the 
people vote money and build high schools to educate their own 
children. They build high schools to perfect that ;, other-
wise excellent system" of which he speaks. They are the crown-
ing excellence of that system. Take 'them away and it would 
be shorn of more than half its strength. The truth is that too 
. large a proportion of the common school system below the high 
schools is far from being as' excellent as it ought to be. The 
great problem of the times is to elevate and improve it. The 
high school is one of the chosen means to that end. It is aiding 
in the work of supplying better teachers. It is stimulating the 
lower schools by holding out the prospect to every child of a 
broader, deeper, and better culture. It is raising up men and 
women to become leaders of opinion and noble workers in life's 
?reat harvest field Think of improving the body by cutting off 
Its hea?, or the stream by drying up one of its fountains, and 
you will do as much violence to the laws of comman sense as 
does the reasoning of Governor Robinson to the laws of com-
mon logic and the teachi~gs of common experience. . 
HOW FAR SHOULD THE TEACHER BE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR THE CONDUCt OF HIS .PUPILS? 
Prof. WEATHERS, New Albany, Ind. 
TH~ ieaC~ei sh~uld b~ entirely responsible for that conduct of 
. hIS pupIls whIch anses from his own negligen·ce. A teacher 
IS expected to be vigilant and anticipating in his directions and 
t~ leav~ nothing unprovided for. He should study the nat~re of 
hIS busmess, and as far as possible familiarize himself witp the 
nature and incJination(of children, He s40ulcl study his sqr. 
roundings, and harmonize matters as best he can. But a failure 
to do this certainly. subjects him to an entire responsibility, and, 
in fact, to a censure for culpability. The teacher should be only 
partially responsible for disobedience. The very fact that he 
had provided against the act which the disobedience wrought 
should exonerate him from a full criminality. He should, how-
ever, feel some resp0nsibility in this case, as an entire irresponsi-
bility w<?uld make him careless and indifferent to a repetition of. 
the disobedience. 
No teacher can 'avoid feelipg a degree of concern for the 
proper care and preservation of school property under his charge. 
And yet, I do not believe that a teacher should be entirely an-
swerable for damages and annoyances t~at occur by the acciden-
tal or wil(ful destruction of property of this class, unless it be 
the result of his own neglect. But the exculpation of ·courts 
and corporations cannot divest the teacher, entirely, of a feel· 
ing of responsibility. 
As long as the pupil is in, or about the school-building, we all 
agree;' and . accept the responsibility. But beyond the limits of 
the school-grounds, we are met with doubts of our own, and the 
opposition of the patronizing world. We claim the right to go 
beyond the grounds; return and reprove a pupil for misbehavior 
that' transpired within our view. If we ,can transcend the boun-
daryand reprove for that which occurred within sight, can we 
not extend the circumferenc& of .our dominion and include all 
that are within hearing distance, also? And shall we not again 
extend· the circumference and include all that we can hear of? 
There is certainly a limit even to a teacher's authority and 
privilege. No one would think of following one of his pupils 
into a neighboring' city or state, hO\vsoever elastic his authority 
may be, though the pupil may still retain his connection with 
the school from ivhich he is absent. But there is a nearer limit, 
though none the less indefinite. Is the home gate the mysterious 
limit? Or shall we invade the sacredness of home itself, and 
there assert our dominion, as well as our influence. 
What is our true relation to the pupil? The laws regard us it: 
loco parentis. But when are we in the place 'of the parent? All 
the time, or merely while the child is at s~hool? If all the time, 
the child is well provided,-with a natural parent and a parent 
ex-officio. The teacher is a kind of gualdian with unlimited (?) 
authority, and th~ father has a little (?) privilege at home. 
But this reasoning is unsatisfactory to me. I claim that the 
parent has absolute control of his child at home, and may enter 
the school at any time and take his child from the custody' of 
the teacher: But on the other hand the teacher has certain rights 
and privileges with the child which the parent cannot interfere 
with, without forfeiting his right to the privileges of the public 
schools. These we all recognize. But whether we can enter the 
home of the pupil and there exact anything at all or not, is the 
question. 
I believe the dec~sions of courts, which are law, in the absence 
of legislative enactment, will sustain us in exacting from our 
pupils responsibility to us, for any deportment away from school 
that would have a hurtful "influence upon the same. 
But while we should keep a zealous eye over the dignity of our 
schools, and do everything possible to exalt and honor them, we' 
should not forget that our subjects are children, and are often 
indiscreet where we in our maturity would be ' wise. And we 
should carefully guard the ·extreme of paying a premium for every 
case that can be .reported for our investigation. We thereby 
tran~form ourselves into jurists, our school-houses into courts, 
j1,nd _our lives into intolerable prolon~ations of wretcl1eqn~5s, 
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Then to summarize: Feel entirely responsible for that '\Thich . 
you could have avoided; have as little to do beyond the school 
limits, as is at all consistent with the peace and success of your 
school; pay no premiums for the transferring of family feuds 
into your school; and meet and punish every case that hurtfully 
affects the school, no matter where or when committed. 
VILLAGE AND CITY SCHOOLS.-IV. 
Supt. AARON GOVE, Denver, Colorado. 
THE duties of the superintendents of schools do not differ in principle from the duties of superintendents ·of industrial 
establishments. 
The head of_the school, in order to be effective, must be famil-
iar with the detailed workings of each part of the system, how-
·ever remote that part may be from him. H e should have quite 
definite notions of the amount of work that pupils of certain 
ages and grades ought to do ; this necessitates, as our schools are 
at present! a familiari ty with all the text-books in use in his 
schools, from the lowest primary to the high school-an acquis-
ition by no means easy. Many yDung teachers are much aided 
by having a definite work set before them- for the mDnth Dr the 
term; older and more experienced teachers do not sO. much need 
this. The principal is the Dne to assign these tasks; it is evi-
dent that it cannDt be intelligently done without an excellent 
knDwledg<: of the text-books. It is easier to make a reasonable 
assignment for the work of seven years than for one year, s~ 
more judgment is required in allotting tasks to be accomplished 
in shorte~ time. If during the vacation a principal ShDUld l)re-
pare a WrItten statement of the work he desires to be accom-
plished by each teacher-::omplete and minute-and at the CDm-
mencement Df the term hand to each teacher the paper that re-
lated to her work, with . the request that she transcribe a copy 
and return the orig.inal to l~im ; if at the end of the term he 
should go to' that teacher' s room with this paper in hand and 
. hear each class recite anywhere and everywhere from the t~rm's 
lessons, bot]: prin.cipal an~ teacher would be able to judge of 
the manner m whIch the tune has been spent. If at this exam-
ination the principal takes careful notes of the working and 
status of each class, talks with the teacher from these notes, lays 
out the work for the next term, and at tilat examination compares 
his former notes with those he may take then,-if this experi-
ment should be tried, I should be disappointed if the results did 
not appear very encouraging. 
Principals need to dive down deep into. details, to watch and 
work up the thousand little defects; the school, as a whole, will 
the'n .shDw itself improved. It should be remembered, however 
that in this business, time, much time is required to produce bril: 
liant results. 
The prIncipal should be able to answer questiDns relating to 
class work and methods. Assistant teachers have an impression 
that that is no small part Df his business. They think that he is 
paid, not Dnly to supervise, but to assist them Dver hard places, 
to tell them how to overcome the apparent stupidity of a class, . 
to suggest a flank movement in the case Df some cDntumacious 
pupil. They have a right to this notion. ·It is a true one. A 
juiceless, dried-up principal is not a pleasant associate for the 
wide-awake and lively girls that ~11fong our teachers' institutes, 
and that are now doing better class drill work than has ever be-
fore, been dDne in the Mississippi valley. The amount Df aca-
qemie instructioI\ to. be given to. the teachers Dught to. be expressed 
by zero. It ought not to be necessary to spend time with t~ach­
ers in doing that which they are supposed to have done before 
obtaining a certificate to. teach. If they are not proficient in 
the branches they are expected to teach, there are two courses 
for them: to go back to school and book up, or go. to their 
~ooms. and read up. It is a mistake to turn teachers' meeti.ngs 
mto lugh SChDOls and academies. Time is too valuable. 
THE KINDERGARTEN A MORAL POWER. 
S ARAH E. WILTSE. A T a time when opposition to high schools was at its height in 
Dne Df our western states, an uneducated man used this 
argument against them in a ~eeting of tax-payers: "The high 
schools make farmers' sons. too nice for honest work. Where do 
our defaulters, forgers, and tricky men CDme from, but from our 
high schools where the boys learn to look down upon rough-
handed mechanics and farmers?" He pointed his moral by an 
allusion to two young men in the penitentiary who were grad-
uates from the school which he was trying to suppress. Many 
laughed scornf.ully at the ignorance of the man; more were 
highly incensed at sucb an attack; while a few of the warmest 
friends of the free SChDOls went home to meditate upon Herbert 
Spencer's f].uery concerning the relation between the moods ot 
a verb and the morals Df a man. 
Herbert Spencer ShDUld be in the hands of every Christian 
teacher, fDr he is an honest, philosophic oppDser of free schools 
and compulsory education, and hDnest attention to his grounds 
of oppDs~tiDn wDuld do much toward removing those grDunds. 
He asks who would expect to improve the physical condition 
of the race, by giving babies long lectures upon hygiene and 
physiology? or who would teach a child to walk by tying it in 
a chair to. tell it about the strength of the arch .in its foot; and 
by giving diagrams Df the muscles brought into play by the fDr-
ward movement of the leg? Yet that is what we are doing in a 
moral point of view, in too many SChDOls. A mere lecture on 
generosity and a p!,"oblem in geometry have about equal effect 
upon moral grDwth. There is no relation between Greek rODts 
and the Golden Rule. To be a good citizen a man must prac-
tice, not simply listen to preaching. Thus a philosopher insists 
upon actiDn as the basis Df moral growth. Pray what has that 
to do with the kindergarten? . 
Frobel, the German philosopher, makes actiDn the basis of aft 
growth. The babes must deny themselves for the good of 'others; 
he would have them become honest, unselfish, kind, and forbear-
ing, by constant use of the powers of gODd within them. Listen 
to the kindergartner: " That is not kind to your play-mate." 
So we look hopefully toward a better state of society, to be 
eVDlved from the union of mDral and intellectual training, in 
which all thinking shall be cDnnected with doing; and for the 
present, strive to unite "philanthropic energy to. philosophic 
calm," willing that the system shall be submitted to the crucial 
test of time. 
There are now thirty-six reigning sovereigns in ChristendDm. 
·Of these ten are nDminally Roman Catholics, twenty-four '''Prot-
estants, and two members of the Greek Church. Thirty-two 
Df the sDvereigns are married, and have among them ninety-five 
children. 
OCsixty-nine words which make up the Lord's PlJlyet" . only 
, five are not Saxon. 
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than to past events. We want more training and less cramming. We have 
overrated the importance of the geography of Africa and the South Sea Islands, 
and underrated the importance of good citizenship. It is time to pay less at-
tention to examinatIOn papers and more attention to the formation of c?a:-
acter. Let it be impressed upon the minds of the rising generation that It IS 
better to know one thing well than to have a smattering of twenty, and the 
coming men and women wlll be better, happier, and more comfortable than 
we are. We have placed too many irons in the fire and our finger. have been 
burnt. We know that the branches taught in our schools do not furnish all 
the knowledge needed by the citizen. Not everything can be taught by the 
schools, but the power to acquire, to think, and to master, can be, and ought 
to be imparteq. by them, or, as THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY puts it: "We 
want to generate the power' and the disposition, the way and the will to learn, 
rather . than to attempt scholarship in our common schooh." "Scholarship is a 
life work." 
The examinations, as at present conducted, are calculated to encourage "cram-
ming processes," destroy the proper use of the mental faculties, !lnd turn loose 
upon society a lot of stuffed weaklings. It is about time to turn our attention to 
something more remunerative, and instead of teaching " how to pass," teach 
how to learn to know and to do. 
Thus far I ·have attempted to plead the cause of the unfortunate pupil. I 
must now turn to the other branch of my theme and try to plead the cause of 
the still more unfortunate teacher, for our system of examinations has made 
him in many instances a mental dyspeptic, a hot-bed growth, a victim of high 
pressure and tremendous speed. This examination mania of school authorities 
has afflicted him, and through him the disease has reached the schools. He 
was forced to cram to pass his examinations, and therefore he had little time. to 
·train or fit himself for his business. And now I wish I had wit and words, 
action and utterance and power of speech, that I might do something more 
than only speak right on and tell you that which you yourselves do know. But, 
alas! I can show you with feeble words only the picture of our humiliation 
and sufferings and point out some. of t~e stings and arrows of outrageous fortune 
to which our oppressed profeSSIOn IS exposed. Although personally I have 
been called upon to endure little or no mortification to my pride, I have seen 
successful teachers, of long experience, of undoubted and unquestioned capa-
city, forced to appear befor~ a newlJ; elect~d county s~perinte~dent to pass an 
examination merely to gratify a whim, satisfy a strutting vamty, or advertise 
the superiority of the new broom over the old stump. 
Man, proud man, 
Dressed in a little brief authority, 
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
As make the angels weep. 
Superintendents vie with one another t? ask the. harde~t questi~ns, and a 
wonderful amount of ingenuity has been displayed III frammg questIOns upon 
the most insignificant and least inte.lligible poi.nts. The fine p~int has ~een' 
closely scanned in the hope of fra~mg a questlo~ upon some pOll~t not hkely 
to be noticed: One county supermtendent furmshed these questIons for the 
examination of teachers: "What-is the oceanic system?" "Why are Wand 
Y .called coalescents?" This examination mania is so unrelenting in its de-
mands that normal institutes are held III counties for the express purpose of 
cramming or coaching for ~xa~ination ca?didates for t~e. teacher's certificate. 
After a certain amount of smgemg, poundmg, and agoDlzmg through the dog-
days, they are placed upon the regulation gridiron of ten questions and broiled 
to the customary certificate excellence. Are the people such fools as to be 
deceived by any such bare·faced frauds, or will they be likely to assert their 
common sense by stripping the pretender of his "brief authority?" Have. n't 
they with great unanimity alr~ady done so in ~ number of cases? Th.er~ IS a 
saying in common use.: "As IS the teacher so IS the school." I hope It IS not 
true for the teacher must cram in "a fearful and wonderful manner" to obtalll 
his iicense, and heaven have mercy on our children if they are made after -his 
pattern! This w~ong ~ug~t to b~ redr~ssed-it can be-will it be? . 
Those old-fashIOned Illstltutes, III which teachers used to meet and dlscu~s 
new methods of instruction, much theory, no little practice, and a change of 
text-books just for inspiration and to let in the book agent~, are things that 
were. We had good time; in those days, and it is pleasant to recall th~m. 
Teachers with certificates, and, what is more to the purpose, teachers holdlD~ 
positions, attended those old· fashioned meetings. They came fresh from theH 
school-rooms, full of questions, and full of a desire to learn, !lot from books, 
but from the experience of others. Each contributed his little budget of ex-
perience and suggestion to a common treasury; but" every little makes a 
muckle," and each one carried home with him new thoughts and higher hopes. 
Now few teachers of experience attend institutes, for they are given up to 
cramming and examinations. They are, ip reality, nothing- but the poorest 
kind of high schools, that in six weeks or less turn out full-fledged grad\lates. 
These are days of railroads and telegraphs. Nevertheless, mushrooms ar~ 
mushrooms, and oaks are oaks. Is it any wonder that there are plenty 0 
teachers(?) to be had at $40 a month, when it takes but six weeks for a normal 
institute to make half a hundred? I know that it is said by some that the olcl-
fashioned instltute was a failure, but I owe it too' much in many respects to -~ 
low this occasion to pass without paying it my acknowledgments. 1~ afforde 
me a social culture which I needed and highly enjoyed, and for thiS, amo~g 
other reasons, I have digressed a little from my theme to bear witness to us 
value. 
Agnes Hosford, a Wisconsin County Superintendent, speaks as follows : 
" High scholarship is not always an evidence that teaching will be well done, 
but poor scholarship is an evidence that proper teaching is impossible." .row 
we, in theory, at least, require candidates for a first-grade county cerU cate 
to pass a thorough examination in not only the seven common-school branffihes, 
put in four of the n!\tural sciences, anyone of which would defy the e orts 
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of an ordinary mind a lifetime te master. For the state diploma, to tbe 
branches already mentioned, chemistry, algebra, geometry! astronomy, la~, 
didactics. and English literature are added. Now, I deem It to be a self-~vl­
dent truth that the m \Il or even woman, who can pass a thoro.~gh examIna-
tion in all these branches of study must, from the very nature of the case, be 
altogether disqualified, not only hyage and decrepitude,.but also in every 
other way, for making a successful teacher. What a ternble dyspeptic such 
a per.on must be ! If it is said that the case is overstated, and that no such 
thoroughness as is presumed is required or expected; then I reply tha~ the 
whole thing is a humbug and a sWllldle, and ought to be reformed until we 
reach a common-sense basis. The man who, like Agassiz, masters one sub-
ject thoroughly, and teaches it in an accomplished manner, deserves more re-
spect than he who claims to know all things and can teach nothing well. In 
this matter of examinations, we are like the boy's shot-gun-we scatter too 
much. We are inaking ourselves too thin to he efficient. I would sooner 
trust a man who knows one thing well, even if it be only how to think-con-
sidered of little importance these days-than a jack-of· all-trades. There are 
persons ordained to te.ach in our school~ by a ~igher authorit~ t~an county or 
state. It is the most Importa. Dart of the bU~lne,s of the princIpal or super-
intendent to be able to recoglllze the high stamp "fitted by nat.ure to fill and 
adorn the teacher's chair." In a certain sense, teacher., like poets, are born, 
not made. Napoleon displayed his greatest sagacity in the selection of his 
lieutenants. The principal of a school shows his fitness or unfitness for his 
position in th.e selection of his .assistants. A .teacher does not need omnis-
cience to train properly the chIldren of a pnmary school any more than a 
man needs all the water of the great lakes to make his face clean. But if she 
bas the wunderful tact and patience necessary to do good primary work, she 
ought to have a.fir.t-grade certi~cate, ~ven if she has not the doubt.ful accom-
plishments reqUIred to solve anthmetlcal puzzles, or parse by arbitrary rules 
all the particles of the language. Sbe can do something more useful than 
pass examinations, and she should be graded accordingly. :What superint~~d­
ent or principal would dream of selecting a teacher ror an Important posItion 
by what is called an examination? When it comes to the real test, common 
sense step' to the front and asserts herself superior to a!l artifices. I suppose 
that no . highly-cultured graduate of a first-class Amencan college would at-
tempt the. examination prescribed bx_the sc~??l autherities of Illinois ~or the 
state diploma. My reasons for thiS supposition are as follows: FIrst, no 
highly-cultured mind would be likely to command the unimportant, technical 
knowledge requisite to pass ' successfully such examination; secondly, the na-
ture. of the examination would appear so absurd, and the worthlessness of a 
diploma obtained under such circumstances be so apparent that he would retire 
in disgust from the field. It seems to me that a narrow or mere text-book 
culture would be likely to succeed in the attempt to obtain this certificate, 
when a broad and generous culture would fail. . At all events, I know per-
sons who hold the state diploma who could not maintain themselves with any 
deg~ee of credit, four weeks in a common district school in the country, or 
command a salary of $60 a month. Who is there here who does not know of 
such cases? How many of these certificates have been obtained by the most 
careful cramming-taken in broken doses? How superficial the information 
:""'1 will not use the word knowledge-must be when gathered under such cir-
cumstances! It i, true-thanks to common sense:-that no one is deceived 
by the process. Bu.t I believe t?at all thIS s~\Ould be ref~rmed, and some 
other system of issumg stat: .certlficates b.e deVised, based ent~rely upon actual 
experience, success, and ablhty. Here SItS the esteemed preSident of the asso-
ciation. Does he hold the state diploma? No. Does he need one? No. 
Is he entitled to one? Yes. Can he answer the questions necessary to ob-
tain one? I have too high a respect for the worthy gentleman to entertain 
such a suspicion for a momen.t. "What is ·heat?" "What. is ele~tricity?" 
" What is the distance of Jupiter from the sun ?" "What IS the distance of 
the sun from the earth?" These are only a few of the very commonest kind 
of "posers" that the candidate must encounter. He must know what there 
is in the heavens above, and the earth b"neath, and the waters under the 
earth ' he must know how to measure the distance from one star to another, 
an~ly~e the elements, hell.r the music of the .sph.eres, and perform mirac:les. 
The fact is, we not only have too many exanunatlOns, but too much examma-
tion. Why! teachers bave fallen into such a habit of putting a person through 
an examination, that upon introduction to a stranger they mentally begin the 
selection of the required ten questions, so as to give him his proper grade. 
Does this seem ridiculous? It seems strikingly ridiculous to me that a person 
who has paid no particular attention to a subject should attempt the examina-
tion of an expert with a view of passing upon his qualifications. In such 
cases what is the market value of the examiner's certificate? Whose opin-
ion has been changed by the utterance of the examiner's letter of recommen-
dation. Common sense does not permit us to believe it possible for one man 
to know all things, and, surely, educators cannot afford to encourage smatter-
ers. This whole scheme of estimation by means of examinations is prepos-
~erous, and the world has long since discarded it. 
Dartmouth College marked Daniel Webster unjustly, and he tore his diploma 
into bits and stamped them into the ground. What the college professors 
could not do with examinations, the people did, by the exercise of natural 
sagacity, for they called , him the god-like Daniel. Amherst College ranked 
Beecher as her poorest scholar, but he raised himself to such eminence that 
be can lo'ok with c<;>ntempt uPon university degrees, and laugh at the examin . 
ation end of his class. West Point marked Grant low in recitation and exam-
ination, but he stood high in the estimation of the world when he made his 
own mark on the bank of the James. If school men should control school 
legislation-and I believe they should-it seems to me that the .teachers of the 
state schools should have some voice in aWl;\rding the honors and privileges of 
the profession. Soldiers are promoted and commissioned on the battlefield 
for services actually rendered, gallant deeds really performed, and victories 
undoubtedly won. Success has been achieved-how absurd would be an ex-
amination! The indorsement of this association ought to, and would, com· 
mand greater confidence and respect and have a higher pecuniary value than 
a certificate issued upon a technical examin'ltioll . Let us have more conimon 
sense and fewer examinations, for the ability of flO man can be justly estirnat· 
. ed in this manner. 
DICTATION DRAWING.* 
Prof. L. S. THOMPSON, Purdue University. 
LESSON XVII. 
(Same as Lesson XVIII. in WEEKLY No. 2I.) 
LESSON XVIII. 
(Same as Lesson XIX. in WEEKLY No. 2I . .) 
LESSON XIX. 
Place a dot at the centre of the space to be useu. Place a dot one inch 
above the centre dot; another dot one inch below the centre one; another, 
half an inch to the left of the centre; another, half an inch to tbe right of the 
centre. Draw an oblique line from the upper dot to the left one; another 
oblique line from the upper dot to the right one; another from the lelt dot to 
the lower one; another from the right dot to the lower one. 
Remarks.-The result of this lesson will be a rhomb, or what the children 
will probably call a diamond shaped figure. 'When the rhomb is completed 
its name may be given, etc. (See last part of Lesson XX. in WEEKLY No. 21.) 
LESSON xx. . 
Place a dot at the centre of the space to be used. Place a dot half an inch 
above the centre dot; another dot half an inch below the centre one; another, 
one inch to the left of the centre; another, one inch to the right of the centre . 
Draw an oblique line from the upper dot to the left one; another oblique line 
from the upper dot to the right one; .ll\other from the left dot ~o the lower 
one; another from the right dot to the :. .wer one. 
Remarks.-The result 01 this lesson will also be a rhomb. It may be called 
a horizontal rhomb, to distinguish it from Lesson XIX, which is a vertical 
rhomb. 
LESSON XXI. 
(Same as Lesson XVII. in WEEKLY No. 20.) 
LESSON XXII. 
(Same as Lesson xx. in WEEKLY No. 2I.) 
LESSON XXIII. 
• (Same as Lesson XXI. in WEEKLY No. 2I.) 
LESSON XXIV. 
(Same as Lesson XXII. in WEEKLY No. 2I.) 
LESSON XXv. 
(Same as Lesson XXIII. in WEEKLY lVo. 2I.) 
LESSON XXVI. 
Place a dot at the centre of the space to be used. Place otlter dots as fol-
lows: a dot one inch above the centre dot; another, one inch below the cen-
tre; another, one inch to the left of the centre; another, one i,nch to the right 
of the centre; anotber, one inch above the left dot, and one mch t·o the left 
of the upper one; another, one inch above the right dot and one inch. to the 
right of the upper one; another, one inch below the left dot and one mch to 
the left of the lower one; another, one inch below the right dot and one inch 
to the right of the lower one. Draw straight lines as follows: a straight line 
from the middle upper dot, through the centre, to the middle lower one; an-
other, from the middle left dot, through the centre, to the middle right one; 
another, from the middle upper dot to the upper right one; another, f~om the 
middle right dot to the lower right one; another, from the middle lower- dot 
to the left lower one; another, from the middle left dOL to the upper left one; 
another, from the right upper dot, through the centre, to the left lower one; 
another, from the left upper dot, through the centre, to the right lower one. 
Remarks.-The result will be four right angled triangles, each having one 
of its acute angles at the centre dot. These lessons are given on the supposition 
that drawing from copy and memory drawing are carried on simultaneously 
with dictation drawing. The children are supposed to know, from lessons 
given for the purpose of teacliing them, what right, aciite, and obtuse angles 
are when they see them. If they do not kriow these things, they may be taught 
at this stage of their progress; also, what a triangle is, and a right-angled tri-
angle. By a slight change of language, the above drawing may be reversed, 
the dots remaining the same. 
LESSON XXVII. 
. Place dots as in the last les50n. Then draw straight lines as . follow, : a 
straight line from the middle upper dot to the mIddle left one; another, from 
the middle left dot to 'the middle Tower one; another, from the middle upper 
dot to the middle right one; another, from the middle right dot to the middle 
lower one; another, from the left upper dot to the right upper one; another;-
from the left upper dot to the left lower one; another, from the right upper 
dot to the right lower one; IInother, from the left lower dot to the ·right lower 
one. . 
Remarks.-The result will be a square containing an inscribed square. Call 
attention to, the four right-angl~d triangles in the drawing. If the teacher will 
supply each pupil ,with, four rig!).t angled-triangles of the above size, cut out of 
. thick paper or card-board, many interesting designs may be invented by the 
children. These designs may be formed by different arrangements of the card 
triangles 'on any flat surface. The children may afterward draw these inven-
tions as regnlar drawing exercises. 
*These Lessons are a continuation of those begun in volume 1. ofTHB EDUCATIONAL 
WI<III<LY. The last LcsIOJlS are re-arranged and partly re-written as indicated above. 
• 
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Notes. 
LITERARy.~suggestions jor an Oral Course i,l Arithmdic for the Fir~t . Two Ytars. (C~icago: Geo. Sherwood & Co.) EVEry teacher of prI-
mary classes in graded schools should send for a· copy of this little pamphlet. 
--Edwards' Monthly Report Cards, published by the Western Bureau of 
Education, Chicago, contain one feature of special merit, that is, the full and 
clear explanation on th"e back, for the benefit of parents. They are arranged 
for a rank in class and a rank in school, so that it is possible for every pupil to 
rank high in on" ('r the other. Samples will be sent upon application.--
Poor Zeph, by J. W. Robinson, one of Harper's Half·Hour Se;ies, is a very 
thrilling story th;lt reads.Jike real life. Another of this series is My Lady's 
Money, by Wilkie Collins. The convenient size, and the low price, can hardly 
fail to render popular the ~tories published in this form. Tbis is an English 
story with the usual sprinkling of lords and ladles. It is nominally an "epi-
sode in the life of a young girl," but really seems to be a sketch of the life of a pet 
dog.--Messrs. Tamtor Brotbers, Merrill & Co., of 758 Broadway, New York, 
have just published a new series of arithmetics (comprised in two books) by 
Prof. M. MacVicar, LL. D., Principal of the New York State Normal School 
at Potsdam. Prof. MacVicar is widely k.nown in the West, a~ well as at the 
East, as a thorough scbolar and an experienced and eminent teacher, and his 
name is a sufficient assurance that these books will ha~e an extensive circula-
tion and take rank among the standard text· books for school use.--Reed and 
KeIJog's Higher Lessons ill English has been adopted in seven state normal 
schools in the Western Stat.es, and seems to be a remarkably popular little 
work. 
REVIEWS. 
STUDENTS' Topi;al History Chart, from the Creation to the Present Time_ By Miss J. P. Whitcomb, Principal Young Ladies' Seminary, Brooklyn, 
N. Y. A . S. Barnes & Co., Publishers. Price, $2.00. 
Every student and teacher -of ' history recognizes tbe value of 'carefully pre-
pared tabulations. They assist the teacher in presenting the subject to the eye, 
the m Jst efficient avenue of the mind; and the stlldent in fixing the most im-
portant event'i-the land-marks or guide-posts in history-more firmly than ' 
would otherwise be the case. Of course, the more concise and systematic the 
tabulatiun, the mure,satisfactory the result. We have, in the work before us, 
. what we should call a model tabulation-concise and systematic. 
Beginning with the legendary his'ory, prior to 2,400 B. C., the author takes 
us through ancient, medireval, and modem history, by means of forty-three 
. large, well-printed, and well-ruled pages; each prominent topic indicated . 
in bold, clear type; one page given to each century of ancient and medireval 
history, and two pages of modern_ The headings being given, the student is 
required to fill out the blank 5pace under each head with such items as will 
readily suggest themselves. 
In addition to the frame work of General History, ten pages are devoted to 
U. S. History; two, to a review of the G~eat Wars of Modem Times; four, 
to Literature, Culture, and Art; two, to Forms of Worship and Belief; eight 
pages are l~ft entirely blank; and the closmg page bears the heading, His-
torical Works of Reference. 
We risk nothing in saying to teachers and students, that there is not pub-
lished in this country a better aid for the purposes indicated above, than the 
Chart before us. 
Elementary Algebra; its What, How, and Why. By C. F. R. Bellows,. C:. 
E., Professor of Mathematics, Michigan State Normal School, Ypsilanti. 
This small volume of one hundred and forty pages meets a want that almJst 
every teacher has felt, that of a "hand-book" of algebra which should' cont1lin 
all the topics usually embraced under the head of elementary algebra, with 
just enough of explanation, illuslrat\on, and examples to awaken the interest 
of the pupil and help him; with judicious hints from the teacher, to gain a 
really practical knowledge of the topic studied. 
There are several points of excellence which will commend the book to 
aU earnest teachers. Take, for instance, Problem III., page 39. To divide 
one polynomial by another. Four examples are given. It is expected that the 
teacher will show how the operation'is performed instead of the book doing 
it by rules and solutions. The pupils are then expected to work varied exer-
cises and afterward construct a rule as an expression of their undep;tanding 
of the m'lde of operation. The method of presenting the d,efinitions following 
the devlopment of the idea of the thing defined is 'an admirable feature of the 
work. 
The "explanations" under the various problems, excellent and very. full in -
some cases, and designed to show why the operations are performed as they 
are, follow a sufficient number of examples to enable the student to gain a 
clear conception of the operatIOn. 
The book was prepared, as the author states, 'for use in his own classes, and 
seems to be well adapted to the wants not only of pupil teachers in normal . 
schools, but also to all teachers of graded and district schools where the study' 
of algebra is commenced. . . 
The "explanations" are said by the author to be designed in each case-:-and -
he says truly-to be a real demonstration of the_process or "Rule," as it was 
in the author's mind. The work covered by the general problems embraces 
three divisions wh~ch are intended to be separated and distinguished from 
each other: (I) What is to be done? (2) How it is done? (3) Why is it 
so done? In the presentation of the definitions which are given, that maxim of 
teaching which requires thatthe thing to be defined shall first be discriminated, 
has been properly applied throughout the book. Our readers who are young 
in the business of teaching will find this algebra a valuable text-boo~ for their 
classes. Indeed, all teachers can use it with interest and success. 
Physiological Aisthetics. By Grant Allen, B. A. (1<ew York: D. Appleton 
& Company, 1877.) 
The name on the title page of this work will explain to tbe teacher the na-
ture of the author's design, viz., to exhibit the resthetic feelings as constant sub-
jective counterparts of certain definite nervous states. The author quotes Mr. 
Darwin's lemark that "the perceptive powers of man and the lower animals are 
so constituted that brilliant culors and certain forms, as well as harmonious 
.and rythmical sounds, give pleasure and are called beautiful; but why this 
should be so we know no more than why certain bodily sensations are agree-
able and others disagreeable." The author endeavor. to meet this difficulty 
by showing the general relation of pleasure and pain to our organism and i~s 
circumstances, and by proving that our existing likes and dislikes in resthetic 
matters are the necessary result of natural selection. How well he succeeds, . 
th~ reader of his book must judge. His ~ine of argument is original and 
plausible. The style of th'e work is scholarly and all cultivated minds 
will derive interest and profit from it. perusal. 
"Ten- Tillus- Ten'! SeritS. Butler's Literary Selections, designed for School-
Room and Family Circle; for use in Public and Private Schools, on the Plat-
form, at ' the Teacher's Desk, and, by the Family Fireside. Edited by J. P. 
McCaskey. (Philadelphia: J. H. Butler & Co.)-This series of choice selec-
tions, which has already attracted considerab!e attention from teachers and 
students consi5ts of three small books, of a little less than 200 pages each, hand;o~ely bound in cloth: and well filled with a variety of selections in 
prose and verse from the writings of standard authors. Each volume contains 
ten times ten selections. Excepting two or three from Shakespeare, the books 
contain no dialogues, yet there seems to be not one unworthy selection in the' 
'three volumes. Boys at school and teachers who are troubled to find good 
"piece." for declamation, will highly prize such a careful and exc~llent · 
collection of short pieces as these books pre,ent. The next volume WIll be 
devoted to character sketches, humor, sentiment, and pathos. 
Home and School. 
This department is designed for the instru~nd enterlainment of parenL< and chitdren. 
Original contributions and tr:lDslations are solicited. . 
A HYGIENIC DINNER*. 
My dinner would consist of baked potatoes, boiled beef, baked squash, boiled rice, and graham bread. 
The potatoes should be baked until they are 1/Jell cooked, and so that the 
.thin epidermis-which is wholly indigestible-c~n be easily removed without 
disturbing the nitrogenous matter immediatdy beneath it. The latter is very 
nutritious, and therefore the' valuable part of the pota\o as a food. 
As potatoes contain but a small proportion of nitrogenous matter and very 
little fat, I would associate them-first, witp well manufactured butter, that 
is, butter that has been thoroughly "worked oveI," as we say, and prope rly 
salted. Gravies are oiten nsed on potatoes; but, as they generally contain 
more or leSS of pepper, I prefer good butter instead. Secondly, with beef, 
boiled, -by first cutting the pieces large, in order that there may be as little 
escape of the juices as possible, anc;1 then placing the raw meat Into boiling 
• A prize essay by a member of the class in Physiology in the State Norma! School at 
WHitewater, WIS., the prize in t\Ie case being a year's subscription to THB PRACTICAL 
TBACHBR. It was written by MIlS Cwa M3lUling. 
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water. The latter coagulates the albumen near the surface of the pieces, and 
thus prevents its' further escape. After boiling for about five minutes, the 
heat should be reduced somewhat and kept at an even temperature until the 
completion of the process. 
I prefer beef rather than any other meat, as it contains very little, if any, fat, 
and is highly nutritious, abounding in nitrogenous matter, that is, albumen, 
musculin (or lean meat), and oftentimes gelati/u. Before the meat is entirely 
cooked, I woul d add a little salt. 
The next article of food-the squash-should be mealy, or very dry, as it is' 
sometimes termed. 
The squash should be first cut into quite larji(e pieces, 'aIid its seeds and 
pulpy part removed; then w:\shed to remove any dirt that may have been 
transferred from the shell to the interior by cutting and trimming it. Next 
it should be placed in the oven, only the shell touching the grate; other .vise 
it will burn, as it must be baked by quite a hot fire. 
As the squash abounds more or less with mtrogenous matters, but not in 
oleaginous substances, we associate the nutritive part (the part separated from 
the shell) with butter. 
The boiled rice is to be served with swee.tened crt:am. The first thing to 
be done in its preparation ii to place the rice in a pan, pour on a little cold 
water, enough to wet It, then give It a thorough rubbing with the hand to 
, remove the husk. Afterward pour off the water, and then wash in suffi· 
cient water to separate the husk and that from which it has been removed. 
Then put it on the stove in a pan, and p'our on cold water, that it may have . 
plenty of time to soak before coming to a boil. Before it is sufficiently cooked, 
add a little butter and sugar. And, as rice abounds in starch, it must be 
. thoroughly cooked in order tbat the starch granules may be broken up. 
The other article of food-the· graham bread-to be properly made, must be 
thoroughly mixed and kneadt:d, and thoroughly baked. This is to be eaten 
with butter, also. 
I would not have cake· nor anything of that sort, as I think that a purely 
hygienic dinner would exclude pastry. By this I mean, that even if pastry 
be properly prepared and masticated, yet it is not needed, at least 'in this case, 
to complete the principal constituents of food requisite for the health of the body. 
N ow that the food is properly prepared, and that its nutritious properties 
may be converted into the same material as our bodies, it mu.st first enter that 
long manufacturing establishment-the alimentary canal-which is composed 
of many parts. 
Before dining, the teeth should be cleaned in order that they may be freed 
from impurities whiCh w.ould otherwise enter the stomach, and which have 
collected on the teeth from vanous parts of the mouth since breakfast. 
The first process through which the foo:! must pass is mastication, that is, 
reducing it t6 a pulp by means of the teeth-which cut and grind it-and sal-
iva-wh ich moistens it-so that the gastric fluid can more readily dissolve 
it than if it were dry or sohd. By means 'of its bubbles, the saliva also carries 
air into the stomach to aid the process of digestion. 
As soon as the food enters the mouth, the tongue immediately seize. it and 
places it between the teeth and also in such a pOSItion that it . will readily 
receive the saliva. 
After mastication, the food is placed upon the back part of the tongue, 
whose muscles, together with those of the fauces, force the pulp into . the 
pharynx. This process is called deglutition . 
In the pharynx, the food quickly passes over the larnyx-then closed by 
the epigiottis-to the esophagus. This part of the process is involuntary, 
from the neces;i ty of keeping the passage to the lungs open as much as pos-
sible, in order to admit air, and also from the great danger of introducing any 
other su bstance. 
The food passes slowly through the esophagus into the stomach, being 
forced along by. the contraction of the muscular fibers, aided by the oily sec-
tions of the esophageal glands. 
As soon as the food enters the stomach, the most jmportant of the proces's 
of digestion takes place. It is first subjected to a churning process (or rotary 
motion), thus bringing part after part in contact with and also mixing it with 
the gastric juice, which produces a chemical change in it-changing it from a 
crude state into a soft, homogeneous pulp called chyme. 
The conversion of the cooked starch (foulld in the potato, squash, rice, and 
bread) into glucose (or grape sugar) by the action of the saliva, which com-
menced its . work in the mOl~tlt, is continued in the stomach. 
By the action of the gastric juice, the albuminoids of the beef are changed 
into albu/)linose, and its gelatinoids into ge!alinose, the conditions best adapted 
to assimilation. The bread also contains an albuminoiq, namely, the gluten, 
which is also changed as the above. 
The process of digestion which takes place in the stomach is called gastric 
digestion, the object of. which seems to be the conversion of the nitrogenous 
constituents of the foed into albuminose called Itistogenetic digestion, or the 
preparation of the food to be made into the tissues of the body. 
A part of the liquid portion of the chyme called chyle is conveyed frvm the 
stomach by means of veins, which, uniting with those coming. from the intes-
tmes, spleen, and pancreas, form the so-called Portal Vein. Thence the chyle 
is carried to the liver, and, after being distributed throughout this organ--
thus changing it to . plood-passes through the hepatIC veins to the ascending 
Vena Cava; thence to the heart, whenc'e it is sent into general circulation. 
LVlllpk is also obtained to 'some extent from the flUId portion of the chyme, 
'and is carried from the stomach by the lymphatics. 
The food in the stomach is_prevented from returning to the esophagus, by 
the sphincter muscles of _the cardiac orifice, and from passing to the duode-
num by the sphincter muscles of the pyloric orifice and a valve called the Py-
l~rus or "gate keeper," whi~h- 'gti;"rds ' the entrance to the duodenum until 
proper chyme presents itself, thus proving that 'the food has completed all the 
previous steps of dige.tion and is thoroughly <.I is,o].·ed or made into a liquid 
condition. Then the food passes the pyloric oritice into the duodenum, where 
the bile, pancreatic fluid, and the mucus of the intestine mix witli it, perform-
ing the second or intestinal digestion, called calorifacient or heat making, 
since it prepares the food (chyle) which supports the keat of the body; that 
is, the blood, which is the heating power. 
After the real intestinal digestion, the remaining part of the food passes on-
ward in the intestines, where all the nutriment that is left in·it is also reduced 
to a liquid state by the intestinal juices; but, be there mu~h or little of this 
sort of digestion, the large intestines act lIlaill/y as a receptacle for the waste 
portion of the food. 
By means of the Lacteals and Thoracic Duct, the nutritive portion, also 
called chyle, is cart'ied from the intestines to the blood· vessels, when it under-
goes its last complete change into that remarkable fluid, the bl ood ; thence it 
is distributed throughout the body, and furnishes materials for the support of 
every part of the animal fabric. 
YOUNG GIRLS. 
OUR young girls do not understand the witchery of bright eyes and rosy lips, but set off their beauty by all the artificial means which lie in their power, 
never reflecting that by so doing they destroy their principal charm-that of 
innocence. The rounded cheeks, the bright eyes, the waving hair of a girl in 
her teens need only the simplest setting. Rich fabrics and sumptuous adqrn-
ing are mo~e for the matron, her dress gaining in ample fold and graceful 
sweep as she puts on the dignity of .years. The seasons teach us something 
here, if we go to nature for an oJ:>ject lesson. How different her charm from 
the deep, maturing summer, when the hues are decided, and the air is loaded 
with perfume from a thousand censers. The school-girl is only the thresh hold 
of summer. . She has not crossed it yet. Let her copy the sweet grace of the 
spring on her graduation day, and discard artIficiality for nature.-Selected. 
The Rev. Dr. Howard Crosby gives, in Sunday Aftenloon,advice to moth-
erti about the training of their daughters. He says that the idea of uselessness 
as a fashionable necessity for a young woman is wrong. " The boys, aftet 
leaving school or college, naturally gravitate ' to commerce, law, medicine, 
science, or divinity; but ihe girls at a like period begin to play the fine lady, 
spending their day in pretty idleness. The only question that seems to be asked 
is, 'How can I best ~muse myself ?':" Dr. Crosby's remedy for this evil is 
regular daily tasks for girls, either of household or charitable work, or of self-
improvement. He thinks that young won.en trained in that way are more 
likely to get good husbands than those who devote themselv~s to foliy. He 
adds: "Perhaps you have a notion that if youi' daughter is out of 'society' she 
might as well be in Sahara or Kamtchatka, and you have' brought yourself to 
believe that the only' 'society' on earth is that which is distingUIshed by white 
kids and' germans.' Did· yon ever soberly think of the possibility of life out-
side of the charmed circle" It is humbly believed by some that men and 
women, both old and young, who have had 'brains and hearts, have managed 
to enjoy life without initiation into the my; teries of fashion. Some have even 
dared to think that true refinement is· best cultiv.ated in a less artificial atmos-
phere." 
When you are tired of twirling your .' thumbs; sit down and . see how fast 
you can say, "Shoes and socks shock Susan in. an inexplicable manner, and 
inexorably she ceaseth sheathing her s'loes." • It i~ wo:se thim, "Pc~er Piper 
picked a pec~ of pickled peppers." . 
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A nswer.-He cannot. If he renews, he can only do so for the time 'speci-
fied in the law. When once renewed, it IS good lor two years if of the first 
graqe, ;md for one year, if of the second gr?de. . 
Questio,t.-Mu~t the teacher make up the time lost by the holidays? 
Answer.-When a district sustains school more than five months during the 
year, this question depends entirely upon the contract. The directors . have 
the authority to give the legal holIdays, but if the teacner has failed to have 
this ma\ter settled by his contract, the 4ii'ectors can compel him to make up 
all the time lost by the holidays if they choose to do so. Howev~r, the law 
requires that one hundred and ten days schoul sliall be absolutely ·taught dur-
ing a year, before a district can claim any portion of the Public Fund, and if 
a district sustains school but five months in, a year, all the time lo~t by the 
holidays must be made up, .and the months must consist of twenty-two days 
each, as the district will tail to have the required time taught. 
S. M. ETTER, Supt. Pub" Inst. 
---------------------
I. If a boundary between two 
townships, it cannot be changed. 
the provisions-of Sect ion 1811. 
IOWA. 
independent districts is the line of the civil 
The districts may unite and form one, under 
2. A teacher's certificate should bear no other date than that on which the 
examination took place. 
3. In independent districts in which the population has 'been 500 or over, 
and has fallen below 500, the directors now elected h01d office, but at the 
next annual meeting no one is tei be-chosen unless vacancies reduce the board 
to a less number than three. At the second annual election, one director is 
to be elected for three years ; at the third, one for three years, and one for 
two years. 
4. In the event of a tie vote in the election of a school director, secreiary, . 
or treasurer, or in case of a failure to qualify, the previous incumbent holds 
over for the full term for which his ~uccessor was to be elected. He· should 
be given a time by the board within which to qualify anew. 
5. A teacher's certificate is valid for any school in the county. There is 
no provi~ion of law by which the revocation of a certificate may be made 
to apply only to a particular school. 
6. 'The board, for what seem to them good reasons, may order a short vaca-
tion. But they cannot shorten the term included by the contract without con-
sent of both parties. ' 
7. To determine the date from which the thirty days within which appeal 
may be taken commence, the filing of a copy of a plat of the district ,wfth the 
county auditor and treasurer, as required by section· 1796 shall be deemed 
the completion of the change of boundanes by the board. ' 
.8. The force and effect of an act does not terminate with Ii. change of offi · 
cers; but re~ains and continues until repealed, or irl some manner abrogated 
by those ha,vmg authonty to do so. See Thompson vs. Sinn, 35 Iowa, 365~ 
C. W. VON CCELLN, 
Supt. Pub. Imt. DES MOINES, Jan. 2'3, 1878. 
THE DETROIT COUNCIL AND PREST. BASCOM. 
To !.he Editor 0/ the Weeklv : 
The colleges founde~ by .Congregationalist~ for the public good have al-
ways held such a place In tnelr re Jard-:\, they do now-and state universi-
, ties have been deemed .so "inadeq7tatt:" from "the nature Qf the case" (to use 
the words of the CouncIl), that they could gi ve the latter neither the first plare 
nor the secofJd: They would be quite .as likely to vote to. abandon those al · 
ready estabhshed for state universities deemed inferior as to bind themselves 
tO,found no more, but give up t~e re. t of the field of higher education to the state 
forever. Therefore the CouncIl declined Prest. Bascom's resolutions and left 
their own colleges in their own place. . ' 
:r~e effect of his movement and speech is, of course; a legitimate subject of 
opinion. No one would care to disturb his mind about his own success not-
with;;ta,nding the adverse vote without -:iissent;. but a number of leading gen-
tlel)len expressed to me the contrary opinion from his . ' 
S~n~e .that Co~nci~ the opinion has also been expre<sed that every other 
C~rtStlan denommalton r~a~ly h~l<l s the same position with the Congregation-
ahst~, and would declare It If a hke attempt was made to change its attitude to-
wa~d its own college" and to cut it off from its future educational work. The 
same reasons which led to founding existing colleges will lead to founding 
some ~lIlure ones. State universities will alwafs show "madequacy of the 
necessity of the case." 
If all denominations would narrow and chain themsdves down after en-
dowing cfllleges already established-as his brethren declined Prest. Bas-
com's invitation to do-state universities, supported by all 'as their second 
cboice, would have an immense and fatal advantage over each and all the 
religious colleges to which they are rivals. That would be, indeed, an iniqui-
tous combination of sectarianism and the state vs. every exi~ting coHege . . Ev- . 
ery one would be crippled by it. Prest. Bascom dPes not tbink well enough of 
his brethren if he dO,es not give them the credit of foreseeing that. They 
woujd inde~d have attended the C'ouncil to little purpose if they had' not; or ' 
if they had failed to discover that those composing the body regard their col- . 
leges as preferable to universities, now and hereafter, as they always hav:e 
done. And though a Congregational body would be likeliest, in easy good-
nature and unsectarianism, to vole for such a project as his,-just as Cqn-
gregationalists in Wisconsin, Michigan, etc., etc., P!ltronize state institutions 
regardless of their own, more th III any other class of Christian~-yet any oth-
er ,body would respect the project still more emphatically. And "it was well ' 
it was first tried where it was. . 
A MEMBER' OF THE COUNCIL. 
NEW BOOKS FOR TEACHERS. 
---- . [A"" hook ",.",ed i" this list ",,.y he .ht,.;'ud 6y forw,.rdi"g tlu pri:e to t"e p .. 6Iu,,-
ers O/THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY.] 
--~-------------
BASCOM.-Comparative Psychology ; or, The Growth and Grades of Intelligence. 
By John lJascom. I.mo, pp, 375. G. P . Putnam', SO" ', - - - I 75 
DE WITT.-School Dialogues. No.6. Comic. I6mo, pp.go. P ap. Cli"to" T. De Witt, 10 
ERRORS in Speakin'g and Writing corrected, wi.th Familiar Synonyms and Words of 
Simila r Sound Dlstmguished. Newed. I6mo, pp. 63. I'ap . Clint." T. De W itt, 10 
FINLAY.-A H,story of Greece. From its Conquest by the R omans to the Present 
. Time-B. c . 146 to A. D. 1864. By Geo. Finlay, LL. D . New ed., rev, throughout, 
and in part rewritten, with additions, by author ; ed. by R ev. H . F . T oyer, M. A. 
7 vols. , 8vo. M acmillan & Co" 3000 
GODWIN.-Cyc\opredia of Bio&,raphy; A R ecord of the Lives. of Eminent Persons. 
By Parke Godwin . Newed. With supplement brought down to August, 1877. 8vo, 
PP: 33', G. P. P utnam', S,,,,, '5 00 
MAURY.-Physlcal Survey of Virginia ; Her Resources, Clima te, and P roductions. 
'Prelimmary Report. No. II. ByM. F. Maury. WIth notes a nd additions by his 
son. July I, 1877. With a map of Virginia. 8vo, pp. IH. J. W. R andolfl, 6' 
E"CUsk. Pap., 30 c.; same on thick paper, J 00 
MAY.-Democracy in Europe. A !iis tory. By Sir Thomas E. May . 2 vols. 8vo. 
W. y. Widdlrton , 5 00 
MINOT.-Local Taxation and Public Extravagance. A paper read before the Am. 
SociaI"Science Assoc. at Sa ratoga Springs, Sept. 5, 1877. By W m . Minot, Jr., 8vo, ' 
pp. '1 . Pap. A. Williams 6'_Co., 25 
MOODY.-'l'he Labor Difficulties. The Cause and the Way Out. Being a prac tical 
solution of the labor problem. By W. G. Moody. 8vo, pp. 72. P ap . A . Willi,.,ns 
6' Co., 2 5 
NOURSE and J evons.-The Silver Question. Paper read before the Am. Social Sci-
ence Assoc: a t Sara toga, Sept. 5, 1877. By B. F . Nourse and Prof. W. S. J evons . 8vo. 
Pap. A . Williams 6' Co., '0 
PAPILLON.-A Manual of Compara tive I'hilolol:}' as applied to the Illustra tion of 
Greek and La tin Inflections. By T. L. Papillon, M. A. .Stcond ed ., revised and cor-
rected. 12mo. Macmz1lan c,. Co., 200 
PAYNE.-Hislory of European Colonies. By E . J . Payne, M. A. \ Vi th Maps. 
l8mo. Macmillan 1:7 Co., I SO 
Publishers' Department. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WBBKLY, from one to twenty inclusive, will be furnished for five cents each. All published since No. 20, ten cenls each. Any who have extra cop-Ies of N os. ~5 will confer a favor on us by returning them. We will extend thei r sub-
scription one week tor each copy so returned. \ 
If notice is sent us of a missing number immediately on receipt of the Hexl number, we 
will mail it free. Always gIve the num ber of the paper, not the date. "-
In ordermg a change in the address 01 your paper, always give the postoffice and state 
'"0''' which you wish the address chanKed. ~ 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
".50 per year (50 Nos .}; '1.50 per volume ('5 Nos.) . In clubs of five ,..25 and ".35. In 
clubs of ten, $2.00 and '1.20. Three months on trial, 60 cents. Sent to Public L ibraries 
and Reading Rooms for $2.00 a year. Payment invariably in advance. 
The last number paid for by each subscIlber is on the address·label. The paper will not 
he sent beyond that number unless the subscription is renewed, whicb should be done two 
weeks In advance. 
Remittances should be sent by registered letter, draft , or P . O. money order payable 10 
S. R. W,NCHBLL & Co. . 
TERMS OF ADVERTISING. 
Per line, agate measure, 10 cents each insertion. When a special location is chosen, 12 
cents a line. Special NOlices, 50 cents aline by count (brevier, width of this column). 
Special rates for twelve, six, and three mont!ls' contracts. Orders from strangers must 
be paid monthly in advance. 
Copy should be 'received by Saturday noon, previous to date of issue. 
Each advertising page of THB EDUCATIONAL WBBKLY contains three columns, each col· 
umn ten inches, and one inch fourteen lines. . 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar. 
Address all communicabons to 
S. R. WINCHEL~ & CO., 
170 Madison St., Chicago. 
-Next week we shall give space for several answers to queries. Our read-
ers will please observe the directions published from week to week at the head 
of that column . They will thus save the editor a great diml of unnecessary 
labor. It is desired that all the queries should be an~wered , especially after 
they have heen pUbli, hed three times. We cannot publish all the an-wers, 
but are glad to rective any ~umber, if sent according to directions. 
OPINIONS OF THE WEEK LY. 
THE EDUCATIONAL \VEEKLY comes to us with the closing number of the 
current year. We are glad to krrow of its success and prosperity. It is ably 
edited by the most cultured and scholarly gentlemen-in the profe,sion. No 
one interested in education-e~pecially no teacher-should be without it. It 
is no menial employment to teach, but one which requires the highest accom-
plishments and the broadest views. A teacher, above all c:ther5, mllst keep 
abreast of the times, and know everything that comes to the surface in history 
and science. Such a paper as THE E DUCATIONAL WEEKLY culls the gems and 
furnishes them invitingly.-Chicago b,ter-Ocean. ... 
We have read it with much care, and commend its ability and tone.--'Y-
Y. Sckool Journal. 
, 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK. 
. Adopt the best books, J. H. Butler & Co. 
Littell's Living Age, Littell and Gay. 
The University of Wisconsin, John ·Bascom. 
Supplee's Trench on Words, W. J. Widdleton . 
Class Book of Federal Government, J. H. Sampson. 
Roses, J. T. Phillips & Son, 
Jan. 31, 1878J 
·Phzlosophzcal Apparatus 
E. S. RITCHIE & SONS, Boston, Mass., 
MANUFACTURBRS OF 
PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS 
i nelude in their list all apparatus or the practical illustra~ 
tion of the 
PHYSICAL SCIENCES. 
Their catalogue contains testimomals from the most dis-
tinguished professors from all parts of the country. 
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED. 
E. S . Ritchie & Sons h ave been appointed agents by J 
Browning, London; Rudolph Krenig and J . Duboscq 
Paris makers of Optical, Acoustic, and Electrical Appa 
Ta tus! and Carl Zeiss, lena, maker of Microscopes, and re 
ceive ~rders from schoofs and colleges to import goods Free 
0/ Duty, and at Manufacturers' Prices. 
Rltch,e's Catalogue of Phllsol?hlcal Apparatus! i!lustrated, 
price IS cents, sent on application. (When wratlDg please 
mention this JournaL) lua] 
BOYNTON'S 
SCHOOL-ROOM 
HEATER, 
--AND-
The Celebrated Boynton Furnaces, 
Especially adapted to hard coal, soft coal and wood. 
BOTII BRICK-SET AND PORTABLE FORMS. 
RICHARDSON, BOYNTON & CO., 
No. 8.2 Lake Street, CHICAGO, 
No. 232 and 234 W~t.r St., New York. 
..... Ordcrs solicited and promptly. attended to. Estimates 
given, and conlraCLC; m,ade for Healing Pnvate and Public 
1I1IIldinl!s. Send for circulars. ruh I 
T H CHEAPESTA BEST meam /01' 
ing schools with ink, is 
Kegs, nic~ly painted 
nished, With faucet 
fiJled with Blue, VIOlet, or 
Ink or Writing Fluid. 
The nicest thlDg for 
s tands' is Sandford's If 
Filler." 
Sanford's Ink Vent, for 
ing Ink or other liquids from 
ties is the best ever made. S~nd for circular and prices. 
SANFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, 
Chicago, lJIinOls. 
ROSEs o tor 8 1,1,J,fOr 82 pustpaid. ne';lli''j'.&GreC1l. " OI~H ' /(en ~ by 
f .... J. T. PbilHps & Son, We8tGrove:~t::'te~a~~~f.~ 
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NEW !:DITIONS. REDUCED PRICES. 
ADOPT THE BEST BOOKS. 
MITCHELL'S 
New Geographies. 
I. 
I.I. 
III. 
1,,1'-0. 
Pric~. 
MitcheJl's New Primary Geography, , 50 
Mitchell's New Intermediate Geography, 100 
Mitchell's New PhYSical Geography, 1 12 
E xc. 
Price. 
, 40 
80 
85 
Mitchell's New Outline Maps. 
1 Maps in a set. A Key, gratis, with each set. 
Small Series with Names, 
Small Series without names, 
Large Series without names, 
,'000 
1000 
.000 
The New American Arithmetics. 
The Series issued in June, 1877-over 40,000 in use 
. January, 1878. 1,,11'0. E x c. 
The New American Arithmetic-Part I, 
The New American Arithmetic-Part 2, 
The New American Arithmetic-Part 3, 
New American Practical Arithmetic-
Parts 2 and 3, 
THE NEW 
Price. Price. 
, '7 , 13 
27 20 
37 28 
50 
Ame'IZ'can Reade'! s and Spellers. 
Over t ,500,000 in use. 
The New American First Reader, 
The New American Second Reader, 
The New American Third Reader, 
The New American Fourth Reader, 
The New American Fifth Reader 
The New American Primary Speller, 
The New American Pronouncing Speller. 
13 
20 
33 
40 
60 
14 
20 
10 
15 
25 
30 
45 
10 
15 
~ No series of School Books ever pubhshed has met 
with such marvelous success as The New Amelican, show· 
ing at once their superiority over all other readers and 
spellers, and their practical adaptatIon to the school-room. 
Address, 
J. H. BUTLER & CO., 
uc Philadelphia, Pa. 
putler's ~iterary Selections. 
" lOX 1 0"\ "Ten-times-Ten" Series. 
For Declamation and Readings. 
No. l.t_issued Mar. 'n-No. Z;Aug. 'F-No. a,Just 
Out. .!'Iearly 200 pages each. 100 Best 1hings in Prose and 
Ve,;,e. In each book. Standard Selections. Pteasing variety. 
JUdICIOUS arrangement. Alternate Readers. Favorite Speak-
ers. I'The very cream of old times, old books, old friends." 
. "lam delighted with the UTen-times.Ten" Series. Itis the 
very best thing of the kind extant." Price,3.5 cIS. C1oth,75 
CIS. Three books-Nos. 1, • and 3~ostpaid. $I.00. 
J. lL :Sutler Be Co., PlUladelphia, Fa. 
De:nns~l'O'Ddiia. School Journal.-Jr Officlal Organ Dept. of Public Instrnction. Edited by 
State Supt. J. P. Wickersham, author "School Econo-
my." "Methodsof Instruction I, etc. Volume 26. Over 400 
royal octavo pp. to Volume. Choice School Song or Hymn 
each month. Examination Li~ts. Specimen COpY,10 cts_ 
Annual Music-Page Supplement, 10 CIS. Subscrlptlons be-
gin quarter1~J'rice, $1.50. 
J. F. Wickersham Be Co., Lancaster, Fa. 
t he :t.a.nca.ste: School Mottoes • ....;... Decorate your School-room. Thirty Mottoes and The Lord'. Prayer. Twelve Cards 8X~ inchesbest6-
ply R.R. board,Salmon and Green. Weight 1 Ibs. Printed 
on both sides, one.set equal to twol Bol and attractive type. 4500 Sets alreadr sold. Sena for circular. "These 
Mottoes a grand hit." "Wil seU wherever seen. " ·CWorth. 
~ tbnes their cost." "Needed Everywhere." Price, 
.• 1,10, postpaid. For single set, or special rates in 
quantity Address . 
'i. lL :Elutler Be CO., Philac!elphia, Fa. 
Pennsylvania Song Col1ectlon. 11. Octavo Pages. 
114 Songs and Hymns: Words and Music. For Examina-
tion, 3<> CIS, Send 3c- stamp for The Words without the 
Mus.ic. Address, J. P.lIiIcCaakcy, Lancaatcr,Pa. 
CHEAP APpARATUSI For Students and Common Schools I 
Now 1<.IlADYi Prot TyndalJ's new collection of Elec-
tric 1".r/",,,,I,,t, designed to accompany hiS If u.r.rotu i" 
Ehctricit7!' Complete sets, consisting of 58 varIOuS ap-
paratus and materials, price ~55.oo. Tyndall'. Manual 
price'l.oo . . Descriptive price-hst free on application. All 
various school apparatus required In physics on hand or 
made to order. Excellent workmanship warranted. First 
premium awarded I CURT W . MEY"!!: MANUPACTUR"E 
AND IIIPORT"R, 14 BIBLE HOUSE, Naw YORK. (er) 
S CIENTIFIC TEXT-BOOKS FOR ·COLLEGES.-D. Van Nostrand, Publisher and Importer,"3 Murray St., and "7 Warren St., New York. Send ten cents 
(or c:atalo",c. run 1 
"The Magazine of Magazines."~~~~: 
The most eminentlivina: autKdrs, such 
as Rt: Hon. W . E. Gladstone, Prof. 
Max Muller, Prof. Tyndall, Dr. W. 
11. Carpenter, R. A. Proctor. Prof. 
Huxley, Jas. A . Froude, Edward A. 
li'reeman, Frances Powe;r Cobbe D. 
Mackenzie Wallace, The Duke of Ar-
gyll, Mrs. Mulock. Wm. Black, Jean· 
Ingelow, Miss Thackeray, Mrs. Olio. 
phant Mrs. Alexander, Geo. Ma·c Don-
ald, Matthew Arnold, Turguenief, Auer-
bach, Ruskin, Tennyson, Browning, 
many others, are represented in the 
~ ______ ~a-~pagesof 
Littell's Lz"ving Age 
Jan. I, 1878, The iivi"g A~e entered upon its 136th vol-
ume. During the year it furmshes to its readers the produc-
tions of the foremost authors, above-named and 1IIany oth. 
ers, embracing the choicest Serial and Short Stories by 
Leading Foreign Novelists, and an amount 
Unapproached by any other Periodical 
in the world of the most valuable Literary and Scientific 
matter of the day, from the pens of the leading EssaYISts, 
SCientists, Critics, Ubcoverers, and Editors, represel;lting 
every department of Knowledge and Progress. 
Tlu Living Age i5 a 'l"e~kly magazine giving more than 
THEE AND A QUARTER THOUSAND 
double.column octavo pages of reading matter yearly. It 
presents in an inexpensive form, considering its amount of 
matter, with freshness, owing to its weekly issue, and with 
a satis/actor), completene.r.r attempted by no other pubhca~ 
tion, the best Essays, Reviews, Crtticisms, Tales, Sketches 
of Travel and Discovery. Poetry, Scientific, Biographical\ 
Historical and Political Information, from the entire body 
of Foreign Periodical Literature, and from the pens of the 
ABLEST LIVING WRITERS 
"Simplr indIspensable to anyone who desires to keep 
abreast 0 the thought of the age in any dcpartm.ent of sci-
ence or literature."-Boston Journa1. 
"In it we find the best productions bfthe best writers upon 
all subjects ready to our hand."-Philadelphia Inquirer. 
"It is beyond all questIOn the best compendium of the best 
current literature: '-New York Evening Post . .; 
U A pure and perpetual reservoir and fountain of enter-
tainment and instruction/'-Hon. Robert C. WlDthrop .. 
"The choicest literature of the day." -New York Tribune. 
"The be.t periodical in America." - Theo. L. Cuyler, D .D . 
UAnd the cheapest. A monthly that comes everY 'lueek." 
-The Advance, Chicago. 
"It affords the best, the cheapest and most convenient 
means of keeping abreast with the progress of thought in all 
its phases."-Phitadelphia North American. 
'!The ablest essays, the most entertaining stories, the 
finest poetry of the English lanfuage, are here gathered to-
gether."-lliinois State Journa . 
"W,th italOlle a reader may fairly keep up with all that 
is important in the literature, history, politics, and science 
oflhe day."-The Methodist, New York. _ 
If It is indisjJ~nsa6le to ev~ryo"e who desir" s a thorough 
compendium of all that is admirable and noteworthy in the 
literary world."-Boston P ost. 
HOught toJind a place in every American home."-New 
York Times .• 
Published WBBKLY allS.oo a year,jree of postage. Now 
is the time to subscribe, beginmng with the~ew year. 
ltirEXTRA OFFER FOR 1878.~ 
To all ne", subscribers for 1878) will be sentgralis the six 
numbers of )877, containing the nrst ins talments of a new 
serial, CtERICA,"-the best work of one of the best and 
b~ightest authors of Germany. A new story by the charm-
ming English authoress, MISS THACKBRAY, also appears in 
the same' nu)Ilbers, from advance sheets, with other valuable 
matter. 
Club Prices for the best Home ·and Foreign 
Literature . 
.. Possessed of The Living Ag, and one or other of -our 
vivacious American monthlies, a subscriber will find himself 
z'" cOlllm~"d oftk~ wIJoII.situatio1l:·-PhHa. Eve. Bulletin. 
F9r'IO.50 Th, Living Are and .itlur one of the Ameri-
ca n '4 monthlies (or Har,.r's Weekly or Batar) will be 
sent lor a y~ar, ~o/l, pollpaid: or for 19.50, The Living 
Are and the SI. NIcholas, or Appl.lo,,'s Your_I; 
Address 
LITTELL ~ GAY, Boston. 
NOW READY! 
CLASS BOOK OF FEDERAL GOVERNM.f;NT. For the use of public and private schools and the gen-
eral reader. Should be in every school. Sample copy 
15 cent.. Also Sampson's Examination Record ·for public 
and private schools. Arranged for recording the results of 
all examinations t throughout the year, WIth an annual sum-
mary of the taramess, presence, absence, and deportment 
of each pupil. in a tabular and comprehensive form. Pub-
hshed in 1875. Used)D nearly every state in the union. 
Sample copy "5 cents. Address all orders and corresponil-
ence to J. H . Sampson, Publisher, Columbus, Obio. Office: 
Room No. S, Capital Dlock. ho 
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Sp'elling Reform Department. 
Conducted by O. C. BLAcKMBR, D,rector of the Northwestern Branch of the Spe)ling 
Reform Association. 
IN one of the late English joutnals the 'following questions are askt and . answerd. The replies would indicate a bad state of things in the scbools 
over tbe water, and we do not wonder that tbe Spelling Reform is taking such 
deep hol(l in Epgland. : - .. 
While we are unwilling to admit that;no ' better work is done in our own 
scbools, is it not true tbat a great part of the illiteracy of our peopl is due to 
the difficulty of mastering our irregular and inconsistent orthografy? 
I. Can a percentage of 80 of tbe children now under insfruction in tbe 
'Board Scbools of this country be taught to read fluently and intelhgently in 
six years, from !be time they commence to learn words of one and two sylla-
bles? The experience of everyone connected with education ans\\ er. , No. 
2 . Is it not true that G )vernment reports establish the fact tbat of the cbil-
dren leaving school at the end of their career there, 80 per cent do so without 
having acquired an education that will be of the smallest service to them in 
- after life? These reports confirm the fact that 80 #r cent do so' leave school. 
3. What, then, has been the gain to the country in compelling these chil-
~ren, at a vast expense, to attend school? There has bun no gain. 
4. Are there five per cent of the children Jeaving school at the end of their 
car~'er able to spel 100 words corre,ctly? Certainly not. 
5. Are tbere ten per cent, at tbe close of their school career, abJe to write 
a wei · composed and wel-speld letter? No. ' . 
6. Is it a satisfactory result, con ,idering all the time, troubl, and money ex-
pended in the effort to secure a sound national edu~ation, that but one pupil 
lor each teacher and pupil telcher throughout the whole country should reach 
the VI Standard? Surely "ot. 
7. What is the percentage of the children leaving scbool who bav acquired 
sucb a knowledge of etymology and tbe principles of filology tbat they 'are 
likely in after lile to make the subject one of special.study? I would venture 
to say not one in a thousand. Indeed, I think tllis percmtag~ lIluch too high. 
8. Of the .educated classes in England, are there 20 per cent wbo study 
filology, or mdeed, who ever troubl themselves at all about the history of 
words? I think th!,t I may safe(v say, There are not. 
9. Which would be the inore valuable result, to hav every English-speakmg 
child able to read fluently and spel wei; or, to preserve to about one in $,000 
.the power to trace back the history and origlll of word, ? I must leave the .an-
swer to this question to the cOtlscimce of /!Very 011e to whom '{i cOnies. ' . 
10. Putting aside, however, the Idea of Changing the present spelling, and 
language,. can there be any possibl objection to tlie introductIOn of Phonotypy 
as a stepplllg stone t? learn the romanic orthografy~ when by ' doing so, fully 
90 per cent ~f the .cluldren attending our BO:lrd Schools would be able to read 
fluently and mteillgently any book or newspaper placed in their hands, when 
th~y had ~eached the age of nine year.·? [would cal/especial otten/ion' to 
thIS questIon. 
II. Can the above result be at'ta;ned by adopting ' Phonotypy as recom-
mended? Most.ceYfain(y it can_ It has been demonstrated as a fact over and 
over again by repeated experiments. The experiments set on foot, and carried 
out in the National Sc~ools, P,>rtlaw county, Waterford, Ireland, put the 
matter beyond all questIOn'. ' ~ 
Practical Hints and Exercises. 
PRINCIPLES. 
A GREA r cry has been raised against theories in ed.ucation, and we are continually asked to write something that will be practical. Now we 
are at a loss to know what can be more practical than tlieory put into execution. 
The little petty detail of every-day work belongs to the day and its necessities, . 
but it is the part of leader. to present practical theories in such a way th~t the 
masses of workmen in the diff~rerit departments of labor· C<Ln put them into 
practical service. Little foolish questions such as we often see in the columns 
of our journals of education are so far from deserv:ng an answer that they 
show rather the little idea such questioner. have of: professional teaching. 
' " What can be done to prevent children looking over their -right shoulde~?" 
"How would you stop pupils from whispering?" "Is It important that a visitor-
should have a book handed him ?" "Should a pupil hold hi, book two inches 
or two inches and a half from his chin?" These ~re samples taken from pa~ 
pers devoted to the interests of education. Teacher's who in these petty details' 
are not a law unto themselve; can never b~ helped by straight-jacket directions, 
and, in fact, have not yet learned to distinguish the ~hadow from the substance. 
That philosophy which underlies and is the basis of all true teaching needs 
to be developed and to be brought simpiy, clearly, and pointedly before all 
who are interested in education. 
There are a few simple principles ~hich must be unders~ood before .one is 
fit to cUltivate an orchard. There a,recertain.things necessary for one to know 
in regard to the nature, habits, and needs of the strawberry plant before one 
may venture to set out his acres and expect a crop. There are a few simple 
principles that underlie mental and moral growth and development, and these 
should be studied by the teacher as the principles of agriculture by the farmer 
or the theory of stock r;!ising by horse fanciers. Unless these principles are 
to some extent understood by us, we, fellow teachers, are mere quacks. We 
take our patient and practice on him while he is under our care. Perhaps ' now 
and then we hit upon the right remedy, but in a vast number of cases w~ turn 
out mental invalids. 
. Tbere was once a young quack who had b:~~H£~ few loedical books and 
had begun to "practice." H~ W·as called to a 'shoemaker sick with a fever. 
Not knowing what to give,J3e.1eft him some simple, harlJlless powder, and 
went away. The next day he found hls .patient rapidly recovering, and learned 
that just after taking his medicine h~ had eaten a bowl of soup. Accordingly 
the Dr. jotted it down in his note book, " P.ltients with fever. to be given a bowl 
of hot soup." A few days after, -he w'as called to a carpenter sick with the same 
disease, arid immediately ordered bot soup. The carpenter ate \t and died. 
. The learned doctor added to his former note: "In case of fevers give hot 
soup to shoemakers but llot to carpenters." When teachers come to us' with 
those little details in which all thchees who have any individuality must differ, 
and when we have seen ·those peculiarly belittling questions filling up our ed-
ucational papers, we .have often longed to answer, ., Give him hot soup if he 
is a shoemaker~s boy, but if the son of a carpenter try something else." 
-
.... 
.... 
WILLIAMS . . 
GEOGRAPHICAL QUESTIONS.-Which one of the United States is a married 
lady? Which an unmarried one? Which commands"a girl to _work in the 
garden? Which one seems very tired.? Which one confesses a' debt? 
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ISt-
2d-
31-
4tl,-
5tl,-
6th-
AIl-
7th-
8/1, -
9th-
Io/h-
II/h-
All-
I2th-
I3th -
I4Ih-
151/,-
I6tl,-
I7th -
All-,-
HELPING. 
[For very little boys and girls. ] 
PLANTING the corn and potatoes-, Helping to scatter the seeds, 
Fee<'flng the hen~ and the chickt:ns, 
Freelllg'the garden from weeds, 
Driving the cows to the 'pasture, 
Feeding the horse in the stall ; 
We little children are busy, 
Sure there is work for us all, 
Helping papa. 
Spreading the hay in the sunshine, 
Raking it up when dry, 
Picking the apples and peaches, • 
D own in the orchard hard by ; 
Picking the grapes from the grape-vines, 
Gathering nuts in the fall ; 
We little children are busy, 
Yes, there is work for us ali, 
Helping papa. 
Sweeping, and washing the dishes, 
Bringing the wood from the shed, 
Ironing, sewmg, and knitting, 
Helping to make up the bed, 
Taking good care of the baby, 
Watching her lest she should fall ; 
We little children are busy-
Oh, there is work for us all, 
Helping mamma. 
B oys- Work makes us cheerful and happy, 
Makes us both active and strong. 
Girls- Play we enjoy all the better, 
When we have h bored so long. 
Boys- Gladly we help our kmd parents, 
Girls- Quickly we come at their call, 
All- Children should love to be busy, 
There is so much work for all, 
Helping papa and mama. 
COURSE OF STU DY 
FOR THE COMMON SCHOOL~ OF MA DISON COUNTY, APPROVED BY. TH E COUNTY 
BOAR)) OF IIDUCATION, AT THE SEMI ANNUAL MEETING, HELD SEPTEMBER 
I, 1874. 
Primary Department.-Spelling. First and Second R eaders-McGufft:y' s. 
Slate-Writing. Object Lessons in Numbers , Language, etc . 
.b'te~l/lediate D epartment.-Spelling. Third' and 'Fourth Readers-Mc-
Guffey'S. Writing--:-Ec1e~tic COJ>y ,Book~, Nos. I, 2, aO(~ 3: Geography-
Eclectic No. I. Anthmetlc-Whlte s, Pnmary and IntermedIate. Grammar 
-Oral Lessons, Harvey's Fir;t Lessons, and ,Harvey's Elementary. DictIon-
ary-Webster'S. 
Grammar Department-2nd Grade.-Orihography. Fifth Reader-Mc- . 
Guffey'S. Writing-Eciectic"Copy Books Nos. 4 and 5. Geography-Eclec-
tic, NO.2. Arithmetic-White's Complete. Grammar-Harvey's Practical. 
Dictionary-Webster's. ' 
GramlJlar Department-ISt Graae.-Writil}g-Eclectic Copy Books, N o. 
7.-Business Forms. Arithmetic-White's Complete, Completed ' and Re-
viewed_ Grammar-Harvey's Practical. History U. S.-Ridpath's Grammar 
School. Physiology-Dalton's. Algebra-Ray's, Part First. Dictionary-
Webster· s. .. 
Expla,tatory Circular.-l. This Course of Study is to apply to each pupil 
rather than to Ihe classes or the school. l ,t wj ll be the teacher's duty to set: that 
pupils shall keep ~p all the studies of the department to which they belo?g'. . 
Anyone in the pnmary d~p.artn.tent m.ust com~lete that course bef?re ?em.11 
permitted to take up anythmg III the llltermedlate , d~partm:ut. 1 he mter-
mediate course must be completed before the pupIl IS permItted to take up 
anything in the grammar course. Teachers will not vary from this rule ~x" . 
cept npon Ihe. command of the parent an.d with the I!ermission of t~e T~ustee·. 
2. Pupils who are found well advanced 111 some subjects and defiCIent 111 oth-
ers, should not be " set back" in any thing, but should be required to bling 
up the studies in which they are deficient. If necessary, let them leave ofT the : 
studies in wt.ich they are advanced, until the others are brought up. 3, 
Teachers must Keep record. showing the standing of each pupil in the Cours~ 
of Study, and at the close of the school leave such records wi th the Tru,;tee . . 
The 1I!0lllhly report to the County Superintendent will call for Ihe number of 
pupils in each department. 4. The great evil of our schools heretofore ha~ 
been the promotion of pupils beyond their advan<:ement. Teachers wdl 
here,..fter b ::: held to a strkt accountability in this maUer. The greatest s~llI 
in school management is necessary in preventing this evil without su.unng 
and discouraging pupils. 5. It is hoped thai teacher; m"y not under, e,Um~te 
the am'ount of study in this colirse. Very few schools will include any pupIls 
beyond the intermediate department. Teacher. with third and fourth grade 
licenses should not attempt to teach beyond the intermedi",te department. 6. 
Spelling may be taught from the Spelling-Book or the Reader;, a~ teachers 
prefer i bllt the lise of the Spelling-Uook in the primary departm~nt IS of ques-
tionable propriety. McGuffey'S Spelling-Book is the text-book adopted. 7. 
Especial attention is called to the "Oral Lessons in Grammar" in the inter-
mediate departme~t. The teacher may use any text, book in preparing his 
!e» ons. The pupds are not to have any books. The course of instruction 
should, however, prepare the way for tbe use of H"arvey's grammars. In tbose 
lessons pupils should be taught : a. To construct easy sentences; b. To point 
o~t .tbe ~ubj ect , predicate, and modifying elements, in easy sentences; c. To 
dlstlll.gUlsh the part,s of speech; d. T o state those properties most easily 
descn bed. 8. Pupz!s should pass f"om any depar/mmt i1zto a higher only 
UPOIt " careful examination. In the primary this will necessarily be oral. 
In the inlCflhediate it may be partly oral and partly written. , No one sbould 
be llromoted on an average of less than 70 per c~nt. The discretion of the 
teacher must be relied on in examinations as no general plan is yet prepared. 
Let teachers ever remember that a thorough school is always more creditable 
to them tban on~ merely advanced. 9 . Teachers who find themselves in any 
doubt about the management of this Course of Study, should communicate 
w~lh the County Superintendent in person or by letter. Township Inslitutes 
WIll always be favorable opportunities for obtaining iniormalion. 
R. 1. HAMILTON, C, unty Superintendent. 
OFFICIAL DECISIONS. 
ILLINOIS. 
O UESTION.-Must directors in all cases require teachers to teach twenty ' two days to the month? , Are they (orbidden to contract with a teacher 
~ lor a less number of days to the month? 
AltSwer.-Not at all. They are at liberty to make any contract with the teach-
er in respect to compensation and time, that may be acceptable to both parties. 
They may agree to pay the teacher ' hy the year, by the term, by the month 
(of su<;:h number of days as may be agreed upon), or even by the week or day, 
and can enter into any agreement tbey choose in respect to vacations, 'holi-
days, etc, provided only, that not l-ess than one hundred and ten days are actu-
ally taugbt during t~e school year. '-
If, however, a teacher is SImply employed to teach a certain number of 
months, at a certain salary per montb , nothing having been said in the agree-
ment or contract as to the number of days to 'be taught for a month, the teach' 
er can be required to teach the full legal montb as provided in the 54th sec-
tion_ '. , 
It is the.refore of very great importance both to directors and teachers that 
'a definite contract should always he made in writing clearly setting' forth the 
requirements of both parties. . ' . 
QueJtion.-Can a treasurer legally refuse ~o pay a teacher's order because 
tlie schedule does not represent that twenty-twp days were abmlutely taught 
for the month? .. . 
Answer.-He can not. It is not the business of the treasurer to inquire into 
any contraCt made between a teacher and a board of directors, as to the num-
her of days which shall constitute a month's work. At the time wi:en the 
semi,annual distribution-of the public funds is made, it is the duty of Ih'e treas-
urer io examine tIle schedule and if he finds that the district has not had 110 
days school absol utely taught during the year"the trustees cannot legally allow 
him to pay any portion of the public funds to such distnct. Froll1 the 110 
days there can be no deduction for holidays or anything else. 
Question. If the leacher does not teach on the Jegal holidays, shOlfld th<se 
days be 'put in th.e schedule as time taught? 
Amwer . .--:Not by any means. The schedule is a legal record, and must in 
all cases accord strictly with the facts . T o enter as days taught, hohdays or 
any other days, when the school was not actually in session is to falsify Ihe 
record' and to commit a' fraud_ If a schedule should be returned to the trea.,-
urer represe~ting days t6 have been taught that were not, the Board of Trustees 
wo'uld be justified in rejecting it because it was not made in accordance with 
the provisions of the law_ . 
Questioll.-Must schedules be kept and returned since the public money is 
not distributed upon the at,tendance represented by them? 
Answer.-The law requires that schedules must be kept and returned to 
the treasurer before the teacher can be paid for services rendered, and with-
out these, the (Ii'strict can ,be paid no part of the public funds. . 
Questiolf.-CaIi a teacher be employed to teach vocal music in tbe public 
schools? al)d ii employed can he be paid Ollt of the public funds for his ser-
vices, if he does not huld a certificate of qualification from the county super-
intendent? 
A itswer;.-The directors un:doubtedly have authority given them by law 'to 
employ a feaclier to give instruction in vocal music, and to arrange all the de-
tails for such instruction , but before, he can be paid for such services froln / 
the p"ubric funds he must have a certificate of qualification. . 
He is a teacher in the school the same as though he were teachin/!' reading, 
arlthnietic, or any other branch, an~ the' 52nd Section of the School Law says, 
"No teacher shall be entitled to any ponion of the common school lunds etc., 
01' employed to teach a'ny s~hc ol under tbe con'rol of any board of directors of 
any school district' iIi this' state who shall not at the time of his employmenl 
ha~e a ' certificate of qualification, etc." , . 
Qu(stioll.-Cim a c'ounty superintendent grant a certificate for less time than 
one year ? ' . 
- Ans'll!er.-The law provides for only two grades of ct rtificltes, ·and -defin~ . .; 
clearly how long 'each.shall run. A certificate of the first grade is good for 
two years and a certificate of tbe second ~ rade is good for one year. Each of 
these certificates is good only' for the time it is granted, but this time Cllllli6t 
be made less than that specified by the law. 
~'mti'm,-Clln 110 superintendent reneW a certifiCAte for three months 7 
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THE STATES. 
ILLINOIS.-D. J. Poor, for many years a teacher in the schools of Illinois, died very suddenly on the 28th ult., at his residence in ,Lexington. Mr. 
Poor had charge of thl! Lexington schools for several year., and did' like ser-
vice for Chenoa for two years, but has not taught since leaving Chenoa, which, 
if we mistake not, was two years ago. Mr. Poor had nearly reached the ripe 
age of three score and len, but was vigorous, and, to all appearances, well. 
While engaged. in some dut} about his home he was suddenly attacked by 
apoplexy, and, as is common ' in such cases, passed away in a few minutes. 
'His family, as we are informed, consists of his wife, one son, and three or 
four daughters. The young ladies are well·known teachers in McLean county. 
--An ann'.'al.teachers' institute will be held in . Decatur, commencing July 
22, and contmumg fo~ a term of four weeks. Prof. John Hun, of the South· 
ern Normal, has been engaged as a teacher for the entire term. Prof. E. A. 
Gaslman's services have also been secured. The best home talent wiJI make 
up .tbe rest of the li~t of mstructors, provided assistance is needed. john 
Tramer, c?unty supenntendent, is working up a good interest in the institute, 
even at thiS early day.-.-At the last term examination of the class in philos. 
ophy.at the ~arshall High School, the principal, Mr. L. S. Kilborn, asked the 
questIOns which were used by the State Board of Examiners at the examina-
tIon fo~ state ~ertifieates in 1876. The result was an average of 76.2 per cent. 
Mr. Kilborn Justly remarks, .. When it is reme'mbered that teachers of not 
less than thre~ years' experience were only required to attain the mi.liimJim of 
60 .per ce.nt, and an ave!age of 70 per cent, upon the group of stu'dies to 
which this belongs, I thmk the result of this examination can but reflect 
great credit .upo.n the pupils .passing it." His pupil~ evidently apprecia~ the 
fa~t that their hlg~ standmg 15 due largely to his efficient instruction, for they, 
With t,he tea~hers 10 the college, made him the handsome present of a fine 
Amencan Silver watch a~d ~hain .. -.-1'he Palatine public school employs 
four teac~ers. Mr: Cut~mg 15 prmclpal, and Mr. Castell, Miss Adams, and 
Mrs. Cuttmg are hiS assls~ntS. The number of pupils enrolled is 181, and 
the average atten~ance throughout the year is said to be 97 per cent. Can 
any other school 10 Cook county show such a record? Mr. {,:utting is not a 
normal. sc~o?1 g.raduate, but he is certainly master of the situation. ' He is. a 
good dlsclplman~n, a perfect master of every lesson himself, and requires the 
s~e ?f hiS pupl.Is;. con's~quen~y ~here is no dragging, no nerve-torturing 
heSitatIOn at a recltatJo~, liut alliS hfe, energy, and promptness. Se.1dom is 
50 much mutu~ enthUSiasm evinced, and seldom are pupils found 50. far ad-
vanced for their ages.--The first ward school in Sterling is working out a 
new course of st.udy, carefully graded by the principal, Mr. M. H. Hood. A 
course of educational lectures is sustained to which those interested are ad-
mitted f!ee. It .is fu~ished by " home tal~nt," the leading professional men 
of Sterling havmg very generously volunteered their assistance. By this 
means a more general enthusiasm in the cause is awakened.--Miss Amanda 
E. Frazier w.as reel~cted superintendent of Mercer county. Miss Fraziel has 
been an effiCient, faithful, and successful officer, and has raised the standard 
of qualification of teachers in her cOimty.--The following laaies andgentIe. 
men I,lassed the examination for state certificates as required by law: S. D. 
RobblOs, Wenona; Thomas J. Loar, Fairbury; C. G. Labanon, Normal; 
J. L. Froback, Mt. Vernon; J. D. Williams, Mt. Vernon; Charle~ F. Strat: 
tan, Edw.ardsvilJe; W. F. 'Scott, Xenia; John H. Moore, Lyndon; Emma 
A. Goodnch, Sterling; Mary J. Wight •. Rockford; W. L. Jennings, Lyndon; 
Benjamin F . Hendricks, Sterling; E . D. Scott, Rock Falls; George R. 
Shawhan, Tolono; Silas Y. Gillan, Normal; William Gay, Farmer City; 
Ge? .H. Tuck, Plymduth. These certificates are made, by law, of perpetual 
validity, un.les.s revoked by the Superintendent of Public Instruction for cause, 
and are valid ID every school district in the state. The examinations were COII-
ducte,d by a board of examiners selected by the Stale Superintendent. The 
questions are prepared by him or under his direction, and all the answers, with 
th~ q.uestions, are returned to hilI\ for his inspection and approval.--The 
edItor oJ this department is especially anxiouli to receive items of educational 
news from vl\rious parts of the st8:te. Teachers will confer a favor upon all 
concerned if they will take some pains to send facts of general interest.--
The EaSt Aurora school board discontinued superviSIOn in their ward schools 
last summer. A spasm of 'economy had seized them and they felt that they 
must reduce salaries. When they cut the wages they endeavored to reduce 
the labors of their superintendent, so took the action noted above. After an 
experiment of two wonths they are fully satisfied of tbeir mistake and by a 
unanimous vote have restored the supervision work.--The appellate court 
in the Springfield district has rendered a decision which is of general interest 
to teachers. Mary B. Ewing contracted with the directors of one of the dis· 
tricts in McLean county to teach school for six months for $250. At the end 
of three months the directors discharged her on the ground of incompetency, 
and paid her $125. She brought suit at the end of the six months for the bal-
ance- on her contract. The court instructed the jury that they were to decide 
with regiu-d to her competeucy from the evidence submitted. If in their opin-
ion she was competent they were to allow her damages for such an amount as 
they ~hould deem just. If incompetent they should find for the defendants. 
The jury decided her to be competent, and under the instructions assessed 
the damages at one dollar. The appellate court held these imtructions to he 
improper in that they should have directed the jury, if they found the plaintiff 
compe~ent, to assess the damages for ·the unpaid balance on her contract.--
Miss B. L. McCabe died at her residence in Ottawa, Jan. 28, aget! twenty six 
years. Commencing at sixteen years of age she remained in the same school 
for ten years, her work at different periods covering the primary and interme-
diate grades. Perseverence, tact, a high seme of duty modified by w.omanly 
graces endeared her to pupils, parents, and associates. She possessed in a_ 
high degree the peculiar qualities that make a model" primary" teacher.~ 
Programme of the Fifth Monthly Pope County Teachers' Institute to be held • 
at the school· house, in Golconda, on Saturday, the 19th inst: Morning ses-
sion.-IO. Advanced -geography, river systems of N. America, Harry Clana-
han. I (. Regular business. 11:3<>-'1.00. Noon intermission. ·1:00. Percen-
tage. Percentage and rate given to find the base, H. C. Hemphill. 2. The • 
adj., class exercise, Pauline Clanahan. 3. Use of the comma, T. J. Carr. 3:30. 
Adjournment. 
IowA.-A petition has been read before the state legis lature to prohibit old 
bachelc)rs from holding school offices. --Supt. von Crelln's Biennjal Report 
receives much praise from all quarter~ for its elaburateness and completeness. 
--Supt. von Crelln, Prin. W. J. Shoup, of Dubuque, and County Superin-
tendent Clemmer, of Scott, are hard at work preparing a course of study for 
normal institutes for this year. Prin. J. R. Bowman, of Davenport, has been 
requested to prepare the cour.e in reading.--The Clinton Ag~ wants the Gen-
eral Assembly to submit the que,tion of a Convention for revismg the Consti-
tution to the people in October next.--Dubuque employs seventy·two teach-
ers in her public schools.--The Mt. Pleasant school authorities have adoptt:d 
a new course of studv.--The Iowa Reform School for Girls is located at 
Salem in Heney county.--Supt A. A . Guthrie, of the Iowa City public 
schools, was married during the holidays to a daughter of Rev. S. M. Os-
mond, of Iowa City. Prof. Guthrie i. an eminent teacher, and we in common 
with a host of warm friends, wish the happy couple long yea.s of felicity and 
prosperity.--Prof. Henry Sabin, the President-elect of the Iowa State Teach-
ers' Association, is the gentlemanly city superintendent of the Clinton Schools. 
The compliment is most worthily bestowed. Prof. Sabin 15 an educator in the 
true sense of the term. The many readers of the WEEKLY need not -be told 
that he is an able and vigorous writer. The Association honored real merit. 
--Our county superintendents receive an average salary of $753.50 each, 
per annum. An exchange a~ks: •. What other county officer does as m.uch 
work for as little pay?"--The. State Teachers' Association, at its last sessIOn, 
. unanimously adopted the report of the Committee on School Legislation in 
favor of compulsory education.--Several public school expositions were 
held during the holidays. The one at Marshalltown, under the supervision 
of Supt. Rogers, was a complete success in every way.--A county superin. 
tendent gives the following good advice to the teacher. under hiS charge: 
" Remember that your time belong. to the district and leav\! at home your 
novels, love letters, and needle·w<lrk. "--The change in school principals at 
Albia, by which A. J. Wales" goes out " and S. L. Moser" goes in," has 
caused no little stir in those parts, and Mr. Wales has circulated a printed 
statement of the affair from his standpoint. It is one of those unfortunate 
cases of collision between a principal and his" board"-unfortunate because 
the principal must get the worst of it ro~ry ti11Z<!, though he may have a tem-
porary triumph. The power of dismissal lies in the hands of the board, an~ 
sometimes injustice is done. Mr. Wales still claims to be principal, but he 15 
wasting his time and energies by continuing the strife. He must yield at last, 
for corporations have no souls, and some school boards no conscience.--The 
State Board of Education 'will hold an adjourned meeting on the fifth of 
March to consider the question of the presidency of the Universitr·--Tha~­
delis McRae, of Cedar Rapids, has been chosen for the West Pomt cadetshlp 
from a list of twen!X·seven competitors. The examination was held at Ma· 
rengo, Dec. 28.--The attendance at the State University.Jast term was as 
follows: Collegiate, 342; law, 105; medical, 81; homreopathic, 15. Total, 
543. The library contains 9,000 volu es, free to all students. C. W. Slagl.e 
is the acting president.-· -A science institute will be held at the Sta~e Uni-
versity in Iowa CIty during the summer vacation of 1878, beginning on Tues-
day, June 25, and closing on Friday, July 5, occupying the lorenoon of each 
d~y. The privileges of the institute are offered to members 01 the Stat~ ~or. 
mal Institute, to members of the Principals and Superinte.ndents' Assocl~tlon, 
and to county superintendents. The work of the Institute Will cOJ;lslst.!lf 
special lectures and laboratory practice in elementary science. Persons in-
tending to avail themselves of the privileges of the Institute are request~d to 
notify the corresponding secretary, Prof. S. N. Fellows, as soon as. posslbl~. 
Names will be registered for the several classes, in the order received, until 
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each is full. The privileges of the Institute are offered to the educators of 
Iowa free. • 
. MICHIGAN.-The medical school year at the University having been ex· 
tended from six to nine months, that deputment will have two "commence-
ments" this year, one in March and one in June. Hereafter "University Com· 
mencement" will occur on Thursday, instead of Wednesday, as Wednesday is 
to be given to the alumni, and Tuesday to the graduating classes.--The c0.In· 
pulsory school attendance act of this statt! has been nominally in force for 
nearly seven year.;, but with no per~eptible effect upon the schools and no 
general attempt to enforce it by teachers or the school board,. It is said that 
until recently no case has been brought bdore the courts under thIs law; but an 
instance of enforcement is at last reported from Bridgeville, Graliot county. If 
true, this may prove an "entering· wedge" for the lilting of the act. out of the 
grave in which numerous "dead·letter" law statutes repo.;e.--Judge Cooley, 
of the Law Department of the University, has nearly ready for the press a 
teatise ~n "Torts." He will begin a course of lectures at the Johns Hopkins 
University about the mIddle of tbis month. The general Library of the Uni· 
versity now contains 33,000 volumes. An average of 160 per day is drawn or 
com,ulted.--Three boys recently made their escape from the State Reform 
S.:hool. Escapes from this institution are very rare, although the. rest raints 
are slight, so far as walls, bolfs, and bars go.--The Tecumseh High School 
has had a fine solar lantern added to its scientific apparatus.--The Sweden-
borgian Publication So'ctiety, of New Yo~~ city, has presented the Niles school 
library WIth twenty volumes of the wntmgs ol Swedenborg.--Hampton, 
Bay county, is to have a new $8,0.00 school·hous·e the co~ing season, and 
B·:lding; Genesee county, also promises a new bUlldmg thIS year.--Near _ 
the latter place, on the 20th ult., a young man named Wheeler, a teacher, was 
knocked down, severely injured, and robbed by two brot.hers Witber. His 
assailants were promptly arrested. Principal VanDorn, of the Baptist .Sem-
inary at Fenton is taking the laboring oar as ~hief exhorter in a successful rc:-
vival in progress at that place.--O. B. CurtiS, formelly a well-known teacher 
in thi, state, has sO.ld his newspaper, the Muskegon Chronicle, and returned to 
his paternal home in Wayne county. The establishment was purchased hy 
Groves and Harford of Fremont, Ohio, who have been publbhers of The Pa-
rmts' and Teaclurs' Monthly. It is not an!1ounced whether they will continue 
that publication or not.--Mr. C. S. Nims, editor of the 7ejfersonian, at Lexing-
ton formerly , uperintendent of schools for Sanilac county, and now director of 
the'village schools, recemly prosecuted some liquor-sellers for selling to school 
boys who are minors. His barn was sh<;lrtly after burned and he t~inks he sees 
the relation of cause and consequence m these events !--The Faculty of the 
University have abolished commencement speeche. this year, and will secure 
an orator to take the place of the .sam.e. They have also adopted the following 
resolution respecting class-day exences: "Whereas, The public exercises of 
the class day have frequently been made the occru,ion lor discourteous allu-
sions to officials of the University and for boastful recitals of disorderly exploits 
on the part of students, the Faculty hereby announce that if! hereafter, any 
member of any graduatlllg class shall, upon class day, mdulge III words or acts 
regarded by ' the Faculty as disrespectful to any. officer of the Univer.ity or 
deemed of a nature to encourage misdemeanors m other students, and to in-
terfere with the good government of the . University, the Il1me of such offend-
ing person will not be presented to the Regents for graduation." 
MAINE.-A Biddeford girl has just got a husband by means of her gradua-
tion essay. It was published in one ot the pap~rs of. that city a~d an extract 
from it in which the young lady declared her mtentlOn of earmng her own 
livmg was widely copied ana met the eye of a Mr. P ., a Cincinnati iron mer-
chant, who wa.' so much taken with it that he sought the author's name and 
address A correspondence ensued and the young lady was pe~uaded to 
abandon the determmation announced in her essay.--Benjamin E. Bates, a 
prominent merchant of Boston and the Benefactor of Bates College, Lewiston, 
died rt!ctmly. He had given the COllege $lOO,OOO. Mr. Bates was born in 
Newton Ma.s ., a'nd was in his seventieth year. The coll ege in Lewiston was 
named for him.--At the annual meeting of the Portland Natural Hbtory 
Society the . following officers were electtd: President, Dr. William Wood. 
Vico:: President, S . D . Beckett. Secretary, John M. Gould. Trea, urc::r, Edward 
Gould. Curator, Charles B. Fuller.--Capt. C. W. Keyes, the successful edi-
tor of the Farmington Chronicle, has recently taken to himself a life compan· 
ion, in the person of ~lj,s Hattie E . Park, late the successful ~receptress of the 
Seminary at Kent's Hltl.--Mr. C. W. Abbott of Rumford, IS to take charge 
of the spring term of Albion High School, assisted by his sister, Miss Rosa A. 
Abbott, commencing March 4.--In his address on the advantage of small 
colleges over great universities, Dr. McCosh is reported to have said : "I can-
not forad that it was not at Harvard or Yale, but at Bowdoin, away up in 
Maine; tbat Hawthorne and Longfellow, two of the most originale:eniuses 
America has pr,)duced, were educated." --Rev. E. Walker, a graduate of 
the Bangor Theological Seminary in the class of 1837, died recently at Forc::st 
Gr-ove, Oregon, where he had been laboring as a missionary among the In 
dians. --S. R. Mor.e, formerly of Livermore, has become superintendent of 
the schools of Atlantic county, and Atlantic city, New Jersey.--By freezing 
of the water in the pipes at the water back of the range at the Ro::form School, 
an explosion took place which demolished the furnace, knocked down the 
cook and assistant, and stirred up things generally. 
WISCONSIN.-Referring to the fall term of the Platteville Normal School, 
the Grant Co. W i/ness says : "The last term of the school was unusually pros-
perous. The attendance was large in all departme'nts, the tone of the school 
was excellent and the results most batisfactory. The changes ill Ihe r-lan of 
organization inaugurated at the opening of the term have proved as efficient 
in their practical workings as was anticipated, while the newly elected mem-
bero of the Faculty have fully justified the high expectations that were enter-
tained of them."--Prof. J. H. Gould, of Necedah, on his return from the 
Marlison educational meetings, was waited on by his Latin class, who presented 
him and his wife a silver ice-pitcher, goblets, etc., valued at about fifty dollars . 
--The foIlO\~'i.ng ~s from the 7ejferson Cou"ty Union: "Judge Pulling has 
rendered a deCISIOn m the Oshkosh NormJ.l School case, which is to the effect 
t~at neither. Preside?t nor faculty have power to suspend or expel a scholar. 
1 hat power IS vested m the Board of Regents, and they 'alone can exercise it ; 
they could not delegate it to any person or body." We are informed that 
Judge Conger gave a somewhat similar ruling in the Burpee case at Janesville. 
--Each of the papers at Berlin contains a weekly report of Important school 
ev~nt~ of the week, furnished by pupils of the High Seho"l at the request of 
~rtnclp:ll Stewart .. The plan works well, and is recommended to other prin-
clpals.--A committee, appointed by the Regents of the State University, of 
professors of the State University, to report whether co-education of the sexes 
b~ ~ontinued at that institution, report to the Faculty decidedly in favor of reo 
taming the 'y"tem as at present, and give strong and cogent reasons therefor, 
among other rea' ons mentioning the fact that the moral tone of both sexes is 
enhanced by .co-education, and ambition to excel in studies enhanced, and say 
any change m the excellent present system will be fraught with grave conse- . 
quences. . 
PENNSYLVANIA.-Penn<ylvania people are calling for the closing of so~e 
of their normal schools. They say that the gristi of would-be-teacher. that 
are ground out are altogether too large for the demand~ of the schools, in 
addition to the old force. They report that tbe state bas 1,200 certificated 
teachers who are as shepherds without sheep, and that it is time to stop the 
manufacture of more until these get places.--~ext year, says the New 
York Tribu,u, the public schools of Philadelphia are to begin a new cour.e _ 
of study. Besides the ordinary elementary branches now taught in the pri-
mary schools, music and drawing will be given, and also moral and physical 
instruction. The secondary dep~rtment will continue the above instructions in 
higher stages, with studies of plants and of the character of materials, and a 
few minutes every hour will be given to gymnastics. As to habits and con-
duct, the pupil will be taught politeness in public places, influenced to control -
his temper, shown tbe value of sufficient courage to say ttl', as well as the gold_ 
en re,u!ts of an industrious life. In the grammar department the studies hith-
erto mentioned will assume 'a more advanced phase, while grammar, history, 
and oral instruction will he introduced. From th!! grammar school the pupil 
will ascend to the senior department, where he will take up the subject of 
physics, and the city government, the latter including a reference to the law-
making power of the city, the Council, Mayor, police, judges, courts, prisons, 
various city departments, and general duties .of each. In Section A the stu-
dent will enter upon mathematics, illcluding geometry, mensuration, and alge-
bra, ant! will pursue the study of the Constitution of the United States. Nat-
ural Philosophy is also here taken up, embracing matter, attraction, motion, 
mechanical powers, heat, light, :lnd the general principles of vibration, and 
thdr applications in sound, and of electricity. The object lessons embrace 
anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, the teaching of which is mainly by charts 
and lectures, and touches upon bones, muscles, and tendons ; digestive, circu-
latory, and respiratory apparatus, the skin and the nervous system. 
ARKANsAs.-Rev. G. W. Hill, State Superintendent of Pubiic Instruction, 
has spent the lost four months in lecturing on education, and holding institutes 
in various parts of the state. His term of office expires this year. Prof. J- M. 
Fish, of Little Rock public schools, is an aspirant to the office. Other candi-
dates will prubably appear before long.--Abnut two months ago three young 
men were expelled from the State Industrial University for drunkenness. The 
father of one of them issued a public circular of complaint against the faculty, 
which has been the subject of much comment by the press. It is .grafifying to 
know that Prest. Hill and the faculty are supported, not only by the press, 
but also by the sentiment of all thinking people in the state. The course of 
Gen. Hill thus far in his efforts to improve the discipline and scholarship of 
this institution shows that the board of trustees were not mistaken in their se-
lection of a suitable man to preside over the ,university.--Prof. J. C. Caban, 
of the Branch Normal School at Pine Bluff" reports that school in a flourish-
ing condition with a full attendenace.--Mrs. Hail's Female Seminary at 
Little Rock has had a steady increase in patronage since its first opening in 
September la, t. The annual reception was largely attended.--Rev. Dr. 
Lewis will re;,ign the presidency of Arkansas Female College after next June, 
he having been appointed pastor of Second St. M. E. Church South, at Little 
Rock. 
N EBRASKA.-The Omaha H~ra/d is outspoken in its bostility to the public 
schools of the country. In a late number it says that "for several successi\'e 
year.; it has maintained uncompromising hostilIty to Ibe existing popul;u- sys-
tem c.f schools in this country." It then quotes with considerable self-glorifica, 
tiun the recent utterances of Go\'ernor Robin.on, of New York, on tbe pubIc -
school system of that state.--· Th~ total value of scbool property m Nebraska 
as.estimated during the present year is $1,862,385.88. The total of school 
expenditures was $1,027,192.21. There are 3,392 teachers employed (against 
536 in 1870), the average salary of male teaChers is $.35.46 per month, ana 
the average salary of female teachers is $31.80. There are 56,774 pupils en-
rolled in the schools. 
INDlANA.-C. S. Ludlam, principal of the higb school at Frankfort, and H. 
K obler, county superintendent, have asmmed the charge of an educational de-
partmem in the .Frankfort Crtscent.--The .school 7uunzal says tllat James 
H. Smart, the present Superintendent of Public Instruction, bas consented to 
allow his name to go before the Democratic state conve~tion for renomination 
to the office he now holds, and adds: "This is equivalent to. saying that 
Mr. Smart will be tbe next candidate on the Democratic side of the House."--
Charles W. Van Cleve, of Ypsilanti, Mich., has succeeded Miss Harmon in 
the Elkhart high school. 
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Eclectic Ed:ucational Series 
PROGRE~SIVE, PRACTICAL, POPULAR. , 
The new and standard text-books of the Eclectic Educational Series are published. 
in attractive and durable style, and are furnished at the lowest practicable prices. . 
_ The Eclectic Educational Series represents the most recent and popular advances in 
educational ' methods; the authors are practical teachers of acknowledged ability and 
of large and varied experience; and the books· stand ' the test of the school-room, as 
evidenced by their long continued use where adopted. ' The Eclectic Series includes 
McGuffey's Readers and Spellers, 
Ray's New Arithmetics, 
Ray's New Algebras, 
:Ray's Higher Mathematics, . 
Harvey's Language Lessons, 
Harvey's English .Grammars, 
Holbrook's Norrpal Series of Grammars, 
Eclectic Geographies, Ill. Edition, 
Eclectic System of Penmanship, 
Venable's United States History, 
Thalheimer's General History, 
Thalheimer's Historical Series, 
Brown's Physiology and Hygiene, 
Norton's Physics, and Natural Philosophy, 
Kidd's Elocution, and Rhet. Reader, 
I 
Harvey's Graded-School Readers, 
Whity's Graded-School Arithmetics, 
Schuyler's Complete Algebra, . 
I 
Schuyler's ·Elements of Geometry, 
Bartholomew's Latin Gra~mar, 
Bartholomew's Latin Gradual, 
\ 
Baitholomew's Cresar's Gallic War, . 
.Duffet's French Method, 
Duffet's French Literature, . 
Schuyler's Principles of Logic, 
. Andrew's Manual of the Constitution, 
I Hepburn's English Rhetoric, Gow's Morals and Manners, 
I Payne's School Supervision, KiddIe's Hbw to Teach, etc., etc., etc. 
Prices largely reduced; and exceptionally liberal terms on supplies for first introduc-
tion into school.s. Price-lists and circulars on application. 
Van Antwerp, Bragg & Company, 
. [SUCCESSORS TO WILSON, HINKLE & CO.] . 
if CINCINNATI AND NEW YORK. ' 
TRIUMPH A. H. ANDREWS & CO. ~ 213 Wabash Avenue, Chi~ago. Larg"Ut Man .. /acturer.o/ School Furniture. Kindergarten Gifts accurately made. N oise-less ·Drawtng Siates WIth Book. new and very attractive) containing nearly 200 artistic designs for little 101ks. 65 varieties Globes best ex-tant. Webb's School and Family Cards and 
SCHOOL DESK. PIcture Lessons.· We make all'articles we ad-
Best because vertise. ' . . ~ Send for Illustrated Price L"ts '-also 
Dovetailed Together. of new Blackboard ~tretcher. . . • 
Kindergarten Gifts. Noiseless SI"tes, single 
20 in number. Most ac- and double. Best in the 
RIDPATH'S 
u .. S. HISTORIES. 
Endorsed as THE BEST by Educators everyw"ere. 
roo,ooo Copies in Use. 
Teachers and School Officers are cordially invited to send 
fo~ Specimen pages, including samples of the Maps, ('"harts, 
DIagrams, etc. 
JONES BROTHERS & CO., Publishers, 
fua] CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA, CINCINNATI. 
Bryan's Ele'ctric Behs 
(PATENTED) 
Will positively cure all cases of Nervous Debility and Pre-
mature Decay. These are the. 
ONLY ONES INVENTED 
and patented in the United States, and endorsed by the 
medical profeSSIon. Price, Ten Dollars: 
~ Agents ·Wanted. Address 
- .HENR Y M. MAL~ Gen'l Agt., · 
(cyc) 147 East 15th St .• N. Y. ity. 
T HE. NEW EPUCATION. MontltlJl. Devoted to KlDderprten Clliture and Hygiene in Home and 
School. Edit. ,W. N. Hailmann. 50 cents p. ann. 
Pub •.• Hallmann & n",rfliitgu . Milwaukee, ·Wi. I hril 
E XCURSION TO EUROPE.-To sail from New York June '7. For information' apply to Prof. A.. La-
"I11III, Slate Normal ~bool, Ypillalltl,!rIi~)I. ella) 
curately made. World. (tt) . 
N. H. Edgerton, 
No, 924 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, 
SUCCBSSOR IN 
PHILOSOPHICAL INSTRUMENTS 
TO J. W. QUEEN & CO. 
PHYSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
Of all klDds made to order. 
Sole agent in America for the celebrated 
MECHANICAL MODELS 
Of J . SCHR<EDER, of -Darmstadt. 
ALL GOODS GUARANTEED. Send for cataIo 
M ENEELYS' BELLS,for Churches, etc., 1m0W1< to the public Slnc~ 18.6, are made only, at ""I HE MENEELY-BELL FOUNDERY,' West Troy, 
. N.Y, Noll' l'alClIllr%ouPlil\ili (;alJl0i"Clf1~' No~cllGiCi 
Chicago-& Northwestern 
RAILWAY, 
The Great Trunk Line between the East 
. and the West. 
It is the oldest, shor~est, most direct, convenient, comfort-
able, and in every respect the best line you can take. It is 
the greatest and grandest Railway organization in the United 
States. It lowns or controls 
2,100 MILES OF RAILWAY. 
Pulbna71 Hotel Cars are run alo7te by it tltyough betwun 
Chicago and Council bluffs I 
No other road runs Pullman Hotel Cars, or anyothertorm 
of·Hotel Cars. through, between Chicago and the Jdissouri 
River. Its 
OMAHA AND CALIFORNIA LINE 
Is the shortest and best line between Chicago and all points 
in Northern Illinois, Iowa, Dakota. Nebraska, 'Vyoming, 
Colorado, Utah. Nevada, California, Oregon, China, J apan, 
and Australia. Its 
CHICIGO, ST. P. &> MINNEAPOLIS LINE 
Is the short line between Chicago and all points in Northern 
Wisconsin and Minnesota, and tor Madison, St. Paul, Min-
neapolis, Duluth, and all points in the Great Northwest. Its 
LA CROSSE, WINONA ~St. PETER LINE 
Is the best route between Chicago and La Crosse, Winona, 
Rochester, Owatonna, Mankato, St . Peter, 'New Ulm, and 
all points in Southern and Central Minnesota. Its 
GREEN BA Y AND MARQUETTE LINE 
Is the only line between Chicago and Janesville, 'Vatertown, 
Fond du Lac, Oshko~h, Appleton, Creen Bay, Escanaba, 
Negaunee, Mat<luette, Houghton, Hancock, and the Lake 
Superior Country. Its . 
FREEPORT AND DUBUQUE LINE 
Is the only route between Chicago and Elgin, .Rockport, 
Freeport, and all points via Freepl)rr 
CHICAGO AND MILWAUKEE LINg 
Is the old Lake Shore Route, and IS the only one passing 
between Chicago and Evanston, Lake Forest, H.ghland 
Park, W aukegan, Racine, K enosha, and Milwaukee. 
Pullman Palace Drawing Room Cars 
are run on al1 through trains of this road . 
Th,s is the ONLV LINE running these cars betwe~n 
Clricago and St. Paul and Minneapolis, Chicago and MIl-
waukee. Chicago and \Vinona, or Chicago and "reen Bay. 
New York Office, No. -415 Broadway. Boston Office, No. 
5 State Street. Omaha Office. 245 Farnham Stree~ . . San 
' Francisco Offico, 2 New Montgomery Street. Chlcagc 
Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street under Sherman House: 
15 Canal, corner Madison Street; Kinzie Street Depot, cor· 
ner West Kinzie nnd Canal Streets; Wc:lls Street Depot, 
corner Wells and Kinzie Streets . 
For rates or Information not attainable from your· home 
ticket agents, apply to 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H . STENNETT, 
Gen'l Mang'r. Chicago. Gen' l Pass. Ag't, Chicago. 
GUIDE TO 
PAINTING ON PORCELAIN 
AN.D EARTHEN-WARE, 
By MME. BRASIER DE LA VAUGUYON. 
PRICE,4D CEN1S. 
This manual has been pronounced by competent .critics in 
Boston the best and cheap .. t yet published on Fa",..e. 
We have been made the exclusive agents for its sale in the 
Western and Southern States. . 
"The first edition of Mme. Brasier's book on Chin!, J'ain~­
ing having been exhausted ia three days; a new edition. IS 
now ready. It is elegantly printed on tinted pap~r W!th 
illustrated r.overs and will be a beautiful New Year s gIft. 
It has been tested as a manual and acknowledged to be the 
best. The author was distinguished in Paris In al l branches 
of art, a nd was prominent as a teacher in faience,,'-BostOl& 
Gloh. 
Address all orders to 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., 
Chicag'l, III. 
Twenty Thousand Age1tis Wanted 
'1"0 CA.NVASS FOR 
Four - Hundred Papers 
ANi: MA GAZINES, 
Which are furnished at Club R ates for single cop •. es. Book 
agents and teachers can act without. interferi ng wllh present 
business. Good pay. easy work. Send for terms and get a 
large htOC. WBENNETT, General Ag't, Quincy, Mich. 
HOME A Month.JY for Learncr,d n PRINTING, SO ROLL SAWING, Sorrento Work, Ell-gmving I\I1d Carving in Wood, and other S nscfn}and decorati ve nrtB. By the founder ~ of The Little Corporal. One Dollar a year; One iIlmple copy free. Premiums for clubs ALrJlEIl L,IiICwu.L. Publlaher. Oilicaso. 
